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Race for SGA president challenges status quo 
Acosta proposes a new vision 
Junior Jim Acosta promises to shake 
up the status quo if elected SGA 
president. 
"My style as SGA president will be 
different from what we've seen in the 
past," Acosta said. "My campaign is 
about change. I don't think business as 
usual is working for the student body. 
"I think we need someone in there 
with some vision, some voice, some 
determination, a leader who won't 
quit," he said. 
Acosta, a mass communication 
major with a political science minor. 
is the news director of WXJM. He 
said he decided to run for the office 
because he has ideas to transform the 
image of student government 
"A lot of people out there think 
SGA can't make a difference," Acosta 
said. "I'm telling them that SGA can 
really make a difference. It can 
improve just about every aspect of 
JMU." 
As part of his plan to improve 
services, Acosta advocates putting 
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Danny Cruce  
"I want to expand the 
dialogue between faculty 
and students..." 
Positions 
• Emphasizes his 
experience 
• Believes communication 
is key to success 
• Bring more student 
involvement to the SGA 
McLeod questions U.S. politics 
Kembrew McLeod, a junior 
majoring in sociology, wants to bring 
his "skewed world view" to the office 
of SGA president — and show his 
contempt for all forms of American 
politics in the process. 
"I feel qualified because I am the 
only candidate who has been 
contacted by extra-terrestrial powers," 
McLeod said. They feel I would be 
best suited for the job." 
As president, one of his major goals 
would be to convert the commons area 
into a landing pad for aliens. Another 
item high on his agenda would be 
requiring JMU President Ronald 
Carrier to wear a foam rubber lobster 
costume to all major events. 
If elected, McLeod says he would 
disban the SGA and change its title to 
the Legion of Gingivitis. To explain 
this, he said, "Politics can be equated 
with bad breath." 
His next step would be to ban the 
SGA senators from doing anything 
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Jim Acosta 
-It [the SGA] can 
Improve just about 
every aspect of JMU. 
Positions 
• Wants to transform the 
image of the SGA 
• Increase services to 
students 
• Decrease student 
apathy 
Cruce stresses his experience 
According to junior Danny Cruce, 
his experience and improving 
communication and participation 
would be key to his success if elected 
SGA president. 
"Experience is vital for a 
president," said Cruce, an 
international affairs major. 'To step 
into the highest level of an 
organization, a person needs to know 
how to run it effectively. 
"I want to expand the dialogue 
between faculty and students and 
increase student participation in 
lobbying for higher education," he 
said. 
One way to better communication, 
Cruce said, would be to create student 
voice organizations within each major. 
Cruce said that these organizations 
would be forums where students and 
department heads could meet and 
discuss problems and students could 
make suggestions. Through such 
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Kembrew McLeod 
"I see the SGA as an 
advisory to a greater 
bureaucracy." 
Positions 
• Will disband the SGA 
and change its title to the 
Legion of Gingivitis 
• Ban the SGA senators 
from doing anything 
constructive 




Cotton candy on 
the Commons 
Find out how to exercise your 
rights and uphold your 
responsibilities as a JMU 
student... and vote/2  
Who in the world   Letter to the editor bonanza 
is running? 
Learn more about the 
rest of the SGA and 
honor council 
candidates/3 
Hear what your peers have to 
say about the candidates, their 
qualifications and why you 
should vote for them/15 
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Acosta  
COHUHVEDfrompagel 
condom machines into every residence 
hall and sorority and fraternity house 
on campus. 
"We need a leader who will take on 
the administration and say, 'Look, 
there are the services we need. I know 
we are strapped for cash, but we need 
condoms in every dorm on 
campus,'"Acosta said. "That's a 
necessity. That's a life and death 
situation we are facing with HIV. 
AIDS is not going away." 
Acosta wants to make Martin 
Luther King Jr. Day a university 
holiday to promote civil rights 
throughout the community. He also 
advocates integrating a prejudice- 
reduction workshop into freshman 
orientation or the START program. 
Reducing apathy among students is 
another one of Acosta's goals. He 
wants to push for college credit for 
community service work, and he 
wants to increase voter registration of 
students by providing university 
transportation to registration sites. 
Acosta would improve awareness of 
"We need a leader 
who will take on the 
administration and 
say, 'Look, these 




student government at JMU by 
holding SOA meetings in different 
areas of campus each month and 
printing an official SOA report four 
times a semester. The idea here is to 
bring the student government to the 
students," he said. 
Acosta said he is disadvantaged in 
this race because there are no major 
controversies on campus right now. 
"People are comfortable, but when 
they get uncomfortable they will be 
stuck with leadership that is business 
as usual," Acosta said. 
Cruce  
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programs, he hopes to see "the lines of 
communication between faculty, administration and 
students open up." 
Cruce also wants to involve more non-SGA 
students in lobbying. "Students are most concerned 
with the funding of higher education. It's something 
that hits the wallet and students notice that," he said. 
Cruce sees the role of the SGA as a 
communicative one. "I want to involve the executive 
council more directly with its constituents," Cruce 
said. 
The root of the SGA's problems is not 
ineffectiveness, Cruce said. "We need to 
communicate more." 
Cruce said that the SGA has done a lot of good 
McLeod  
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constructive and have them become door-to-door 
salespersons who sell naked statues of Sammy 
Davis, Jr. juggling kittens to raise funds for a 
waterslide on the quad. 
McLeod admits that he is mocking the SGA. He 
believes the SGA is a minuscule model of America's 
real political system and his candidacy represents 
contempt for that general system. 
"I am a very cynical person," McLeod said. "I see 
the SGA as an advisory to a greater bureaucracy." 
Most of all, by running for president, he wants 
to make people think. "Perhaps the only way to help 
projects and has made a lot of accomplishments. As 
examples, he cited fixing the steps at Wine-Price and 
establishing two guest meal punches beginning next 
"I want to involve the 
executive council more 




year. He said that by streamlining SGA committees 
he could further their effectiveness. 
"We need to be more vocal," Cruce said. "We've 
been satisfied with the behind the scenes wort- 
He suggests using such media as WXJM, The 
Breeze and "JMU Today" to get out the SGA's 
accomplishments. 
Also, Cruce wants to use the SGA Public 
Relations Committee more effectively to increase 
student awareness. 
Over the past three years of involvement in the 
SGA, Cruce has seen a lot and said he wants to carry 
the organization further. "I would like to expand on 
and continue a lot of the good programs already in 
place." 
Within the SGA, Cruce has been a representative, 
Greek senator, a committee chairman, and this year 
he served as SGA secretary. 
the SGA is to mock it," McLeod said. "I want to 
wake people up." 
Aside from his endorsement by aliens, McLeod 
said, "I feel I have leadership qualities. I'm liked by 
small children, and I am very good looking." 
McLeod also said that, "Anyone who votes for me 
will get free entrance into the afterlife of their 
choice. I'm giving out free indulgences." 
Still, McLeod claims his bid for the presidency is 
for real. "I am seriously campaigning, and I intend to 
win," McLeod said. "Considering only 10 to 14 
percent of the student population votes, there's a 
good chance that I could win." 
"I feel I have leadership 
qualities. I'm liked by 
small children, and I am 
very good looking." 
Kembrew McLeod 
 ^^^ SGA candidate 
McLeod added, "If the student body doesn't like 
what I do as president, they have the right to execute 
me." 
When Do I Vote? 
Tuesday, March 24,1992 
From 9 a.m. until 7 p.m. 
Where Do I Vote? 
The Commons 
(voting booths will be located 
outside entrance 4-5 of D-Hall) 
How Do I Vote! 
Bring your student I.D. 
and do as they tell'ya 
To the press alone, chequered as it is with abuses, the world is 
indebted for all the triumphs which have been gained by reason and 
humanity over error and oppression." 
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The race for administrative vice president 
Goals and promises of the candidates 
uuio mmntnn- striving ^mmm^      Resha Jeneby: creating a 
g^SSSSU /^S^   partnership f« «„.».*,.» 
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Kyle Compton 
Administrative vice 
president candidate Kyle 
Compton wants to change 
the way students and the SOA 
interact 
"Right now there 
is   a   huge   gap 
between the SGA 
and   the   student 
body,"   Compton 
said. "I think the 
SGA   in   a   way 
promotes student 
apathy because of 
what it concentrates on." 
Compton, a psychology and 
sociology major, said there are 
several ways to combat the 
apathy. "I recommend that we 
have an extensive bulletin put out 
frequently and have expanded 
coverage in        campus 
publications," he said. 
He also said he wants to 
increase awareness of student fee 
spending, JMU capital projects 
and other complex issues on 
campus. "Student fees are a big 
mystery to most students and so 
are capital projects, like the 
COMPTON page 11 
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Scott Surovell: offering his 
experience to make changes 
/ 
Scott Surovel 
Experience is the greatest 
asset a candidate can offer 
to the office of 
administrative vice president, said 
junior Scott Surovell. 
"I've been in the SGA for two 
years and I have seen how the 
position works," he said. "It 
requires a lot of experience and 
knowledge about how to use the 
university system effectively to 
get proposals and implement 
them. I think I have the 
experience." 
Knowledge of the university 
system includes a conviction mat 
the judicial component should be 
run by students, he said. "The 
UVa. judicial system is run 
entirely by students," he said. 
"Faculty can't relate as well as 
students can on issues that 
concern students." 
Surovell, a political science 
major, is currently chairman of 
the SGA Budget Committee, a 
commuter senator, a legislative 
action committee member and a 
former senator. 
And he wants more say for 
students in JMU's administrative 




faculty is what junior 
Resha Jeneby wants 
to create if elected 
SGA administrative 
vice president 
"I'd like to 
build a coalition between students 
and faculty and follow up on 
academic and nonacademic 
concerns from the SGA and the 
student body," said Jeneby, a 
political science major. 
Jeneby's experience includes 
serving as chairwoman of the 
SGA's communication and public 
relations committees and as a 
Greek senator. 
She also plans to address 
registration procedures. 
"I plan to follow up on the 
registration changes such as new 
booklets, rap sheets and credit 
hours by making sure that we are 
aware of the changes completed 
Resha Jeneby 
by fall 1992," she said. 
Student attendance at 
commission and committee 
meetings is another concern of 
JENEBY page 11 
Phil Sweeney: pointing out 
absurdities in the SGA election 
Sophomore Phil Sweeney, 
who wants to poke fun at 
JMU's political process, 
hopes to enact a bill that would 
combat the spread of athlete's 
foot if elected administrative vice 
president 
"I'd like to stop the spread of 
athlete's foot by encouraging 
students to wear rubber socks 
when playing footsie," he said. 
The sociology major also plans 
to change the school mascot to a 
three-eyed pig with antlers. "The 
three-eyed pig better represents 
our school than the dog," he said, 
"because pigs are more intelligent 
and dogs represent sexual 
promiscuity and subservience." 
The definition of leadership 
may change if Sweeney is 
elected. "Last summer I was 
fishing off the coast of Maine and 
I caught the biggest fish on the 
boat and the captain said I was a 
born leader," Sweeney said. 
"Here at JMU I think I should 
Phi Sweeney 
bring my leadership and good 
looks and glory to office. 
"My campaign slogan is style 
over substance." 
SWEENEY page 11 
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Legislative VP race focuses on lobbying, awareness 
Booker wants to increase lobbying through SAV 
RYAN KETCHUP* THE BREEZE 
Michael Booker 
Increasing student lobbying 
through the Students Association 
of Virginia is of top importance to 
legislative vice presidential candidate 
Michael Booker. 
Booker wants to use his first-hand 
experience with lobbying if elected. 
"I want to get the students 
themselves to Richmond and 
Washington to meet one-on-one with 
their legislators," Booker said. 
Booker's lobbying experience 
includes meeting with about 15 
legislators last spring to discuss 
gaining funding for Carrier Library 
and JMU Studies Abroad Program, 
and protesting JMU budget cuts this 
year in front of the Joint House and 
Senate Finance Committee. 
He also attended the United States 
Student Association conference and 
attended workshops on how to lobby 
on a statewide level. "I'm also really 
involved with letter writing and voter 
registration,'' he said. 
According to Booker, the SAV is 
mostly influenced by the University of 
Virginia, and he wants JMU to have a 
greater influence in the association. 
Booker also wants to increase 
student involvement in the 
environment by expanding the Adopt- 
a-Lake Project, initiating a campus- 
wide Trash Day, and increasing the 
SGA's involvement in environmental 
issues that the JMU group EARTH 
promotes. 
Also, Booker wants to decrease the 
amount of cheating that occurs on 
class assignments and tests by 
reformatting the judicial system, 
which is mostly run by the 
administration. Although he hasn't 
established a plan yet, he has a 
personal goal of having the system 
totally student-run in five years. 
Increasing student representation on 
the university's commissions is 
another important issue for Booker. 
He has found that some 
commissions created by JMU 
President Ronald Carrier, such as the 
Liberal Studies Commission and the 
Environmental Awareness 
Commission, have only one student 
member. 
— MJCarscalen 
Awareness of issues, events is key for Nguyen 
Making students aware of 
issues and events while they 
are occurring is the key to 
increased student involvement, said 
legislative vice presidential candidate 
Nell Nguyen. 
"Let the students know so they can 
act upon it," Nguyen said. "The 
actions come before they can say 
anything and they feel powerless. 
"It's not apathy. The publicity is 
just not there for them," she said. 
She plans to remedy this situation 
by meeting with a variety of people 
and speaking monthly on WXJM. 
"If you want a voice, want action, 
you must vote for a candidate who 
will give it to you," Nguyen said. 
Nguyen said it is crucial for 
students to be aware of where their 
money is going. She said she plans to 
organize student lobbying trips to 
Richmond, involving as many schools 
as possible. 
But she said, "You can't solve 
problems before you solve internal 
Nguyen also will focus on 
establishing a camaraderie between 
the university and the Harrisonburg 
community. She plans to achieve this 
goal partly by having Harrisonburg 
voter registration on campus. 
She recognizes the need to improve 
JMU's environmental policy and 
plans to have more recycling bins 
available on campus and more 
cleaning of Newman Lake. 
"If you get the administration, 
faculty and community behind you, 
you will see a change in Newman 
Lake," she said. 
Nguyen also hopes to increase the 
amount of student scholarship money 
awarded on the basis of academic 
merit. 
"Students should also get money 
based on merit and how many kids in 
your family go to Virginia schools," 
she said. 
— MJ Carscafen 
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money trouble     Jl 
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Becky Smith 
Junior finance major Becky 
Smith's main goal in her race 
for SG A treasurer is to help 
the student body through tight 
financial spots, she said. 
Smith wants to allow students 
to borrow $25 to $50 from the 
SGA whenever they need it. The 
money would be paid back within 
two weeks. 
Currently, there is a 
way for JMU students to 
borrow money from the 
SGA in an emergency, 
but, Smith said, "I want 
to make it easy so that 
anyone can just show their access 
card and get money any time." 
Smith also said she wants to fill 
gaps between students and the 
SGA, between students and 
faculty, and between JMU and 
Harrisonburg. She wants to 
increase communication with 
students so "they know where 
their tuition is being spent" 
She plans to do this by joining 
the Communication Enhancement 
Committee and the Commuter 
Student Council and by working 
with the community of 
Harrisonburg because, she said, 
**We do live here." 
— Laurie FrankeJ 
Wunder wants 
how their fees 
students to know 
are spent at JMU 
Students have a right 
to know how their 
money is being 
spent, said sophomore 
Mark Wunder, a 
candidate for SGA 
treasurer. 
Wunder, an accounting major, 
plans to publish a monthly SGA 
newsletter, including a treasurer's 
report, because "students deserve 
to know where their money is 
going," he said. 
He also wants to allocate more 
money for student interests 
groups so that "students get more 
benefit for their money." He plans 
to do this by increasing the 
contingency fund so that "more 
groups can get more money." 
His qualifications include the 
classes he takes to fulfill his 
accounting major and his work as 
an accounting clerk in a hardware 
store. He was business student of 
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Marie Wunder 
the year in high school and was 
honored by the Chamber of 
Commerce of Virginia as an 
outstanding business student. 
Although he has had no 
experience in SGA, he said that 
does not hinder his qualifications 
because "I've had so much 
experience in business." 
- Laurie Frankel 
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Three vie for position of SGA secretary 
Dam: SGA must listen      /^>\    McClintock: Secretary 
to the student body        /&££& must be mteract,ve 
s 
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Franklin Dam 
Franklin Dam wants to make a 
concerted effort to listen to 
constituents if elected SGA 
secretary. 
Dam's promise is part of his plan to 
"increase communication between the 
SGA and those it serves. 
"We currently have a VAX system, 
but nobody knows about it... we 
need to upgrade it," said Dam, a 
freshman business 
major. He said that he 
intends to use The 
Breeze, WXJM, and 
WVPT as a means of 
communicating with 
students. 
"I would also like 
to invite student leaders of different 
clubs to speak at the SGA meetings," 
Dam said. "I would like to begin 
random phone calls to ask students 
about their problems. 
"Students are apathetic because 
they don't know what the SGA does 
for them," he said. 
Dam's platform includes increasing 
lobbying for higher education and the 
environment, upgrading the 
secretary's job, increasing the number 
of bills passed, and expanding 
relations with faculty and 
administrators. 
"I would like to get the 
administration to come to our 
meetings and give us some input on 
what is going on," he said. 










"Students are out of touch with the 
student government and the 
administration, and it is the fault of 
the structure," said McClintock, a 
sophomore sociology major. "The 
student government can't stay the way 
it is now." 
She said that the role of secretary is 
an "information-controlling position." 
"As the secretary, you are in a very 
interactive position if you make it that 
way," she said. "I feel that I am a very 
interactive leader." 
She served as the senator from 
Dingledine last year, and now serves 
as a SGA representative and 
chairwoman of the committee for 
curriculum instruction. 
She is also a student ambassador 
and is currenUy pledging Alpha Phi 
Omega. "I've picked organizations 
RYAN KETCHUM/THE BREEZE 
Laura McClintock 
that focus on service and leadership, 
and I really feel that is part of my 
character," she said. 
Some of her plans as secretary 
would include following up on the 
issues discussed in the faculty forum 
and the forum with JMU President 
Ronald Carrier. 
— Jennie Carrol 
McCombs: Secretary needs to be more active in the SGA 
RYAN KETCHUNVTHE BREEZE 
Alexis McCombs 
lexis McCombs wants to 
make the SGA secretary more 
live. 
"I want to expand the secretarial 
duties to include public relations," 
said McCombs, a freshman marketing 
major. "We need to keep up 
communication between the student 
association and the student body.'' 
McCombs said under the basic 
structure of the SGA the secretary 
becomes the foundation for the 
organization. That's why her platform 
includes sending SGA minutes to 
every organization on campus, 
providing weekly SGA reports on 
WXJM, creating a major SGA board 
to be located in the Warren Campus 
Center, and tackling faculty/student 
relations. 
She also wants to create an 
exchange system between JMU and 
other universities in Virginia, establish 
bike paths on campus, and make SGA 
minutes accessible using the VAX and 
computer labs. 
"The SGA needs more power as the 
voice of the students," she said. 
She said that students are becoming 
frustrated because they can't get the 
classes they want, classes are 
becoming overcrowded, and the lines 
of communication between students 
and faculty are down. 
"I would like the students to know 
what channels to go through to voice 
their opinions. I would like them to 
know that they can be part of the 
SGA," she said. 
McCombs, now senator of Weaver 
Hall, is active on five committees 
this year and recently won the 
freshman leadership award. McCombs 
also was elected by the SGA senate to 
attend the national SGA conference 
last November. 
— Jennie Carroll 
Dan Stanton runs unopposed for honor council president 
Junior Dan Stanton, running 
unopposed for honor council 
president, wants to increase 
student awareness of the honor 
code. 
"If the faculty were to convey 
the message of the honor system 
and how it operates to students, it 
would be received by more 
students and they'd really take it 
to heart," said Stanton, an 
international affairs and Spanish 
double major. 
Stanton, who has been a 
representative on the honor 
council for a year, sees the honor 
system as a benefit to each 
student's education. 
But he does see things he 
wants to change — like changing 
the penalty system to include 
multiple sanctions. 
The honor system now imposes 
the same penalty for all 
violations. A multiple-sanctions 
system would create various 
penalties according to the 
violation's seriousness, he said. 
He also wants to increase 
student-faculty input in the honor 
code, and he wants to create a 
sense of student and faculty pride 
for being part of the honor 
system. 
Stanton said he wants to 
improve the image of the Honor 
Council. "The honor system is to 
help," he said. 
In order to increase awareness, 
Stanton proposes to "expand the 
honor awareness week idea. 
"We can really make the 
students more aware" of the 
honor system, he said. 
— Sharon Lovering 
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Dan Stanton 
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STOP BY AND SEE WHAT OUR 
COPY CENTER HAS TO OFFER 
CSC and YOU!!! 
Be a part of the Commuter Student 
Council for the 1992-1993 school term. 
Applications can be picked up in the 
Commuter offices in Wine-Price, the 
information desk in the Warren Campus 




























WE ACCEPT FLEX ACCOUNTS. 
Located near Greek Row 
Serving all Phone: 568-3908 
students, faculty Hours: 7 am - 8 pm 
and staff of JMU Mon-Thu 
community         7 am - 7 pm Fri 
Hwrms RIDGE... 
WirKE FAR FROM BFMG 
fll/liR 'llll! I III!.! 




Hunters Ridge Management 
715 Port Republic Rd. 
Mon.-Fri. • 10am-5pm 
Free Maid Service 
On site management 
and maintenance 
Sand volleyball court 
and basketball court 
Scholarship Program 
UNITSSTILLAVAILABLEFOR 
» SINGLE PERSONS 
» PARTIAL GROUPS 
"GRAD STUDENTS 
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Honor Council VP candidates want awareness 
Coffee stresses knowledge of code     Pendleton wants to teach freshmen 
RYAN KETCHUIWTHE BREEZE 
Mike Coffee 
Anew awareness of the 
honor code is important 
because most people 
don't fully understand the system, 
said junior Mike Coffee, a 
candidate for Honor Council vice 
president. 
"I want to make sure everyone 
knows about the honor code," 
said Coffee, a political science 
major. "It's just too important not 
to know about" 
Coffee also wants to 
change   the   present 
double-sanction penalty 
policy to a multiple-I 
sanction system. 
"There are so many 
different actions which 
violate the honor code, so 
I believe that there should be 
different penalties which fit the 
crime," he said. Now, "students 
who sign an attendance sheet for 
someone else get the same 
punishment as students who 
plagiarize a paper." 
Coffee also wants to change 
the policy that makes students 
sign a pledge on every test they 
take. Every student has to sign a 
card as a freshman saying they 
will adhere to the honor code and 
that should be enough, he said. 
Coffee is an Honor Council 
representative, a member of the 
Honor Council Task Force, and 
has attended the State Honor 
Council Convention. He has also 
helped the current vice president 
to schedule hearings. 




Right now you can win the 
Sky Yogurt Sony™ 
CD/Cassette Player. Just stop 
by Sky Yogurt and try one of 
the strawberry specials and 
you could win big.* 
It's port of SrawUny D«oW Foravar |<x <* Uon fcx a lim»»d 
IIM| at Sk/i Them's: 
Strawberry Shortcake, Strawberry Shakes, 
The Sky's Strawberry Split, 
Strawberry Sundaes, 
and more. 
All at special low prices right now. 
SkyYogurt 
mproving awareness 
of the honor code 
should begin with 
incoming freshmen, 
said junior Cynthia 
Pendleton, a candidate 
for Honor Council vice 
president. 
"I want to begin honor 
convocation at freshman 
orientation so that [freshmen] 
know everything before they get 
to JMU," said Pendleton, a 
political science and international 
affairs double major. 
"Right now no one knows what 
the honor code means." 
Pendleton wants to continue 
printing the Honorlog in The 
Breeze, continue making 
presentations to campus 
organizations through the Honor 
Council Task Force, and expand 
JMU's Honor Awareness Week 
so that more activities are 
scheduled. 
"I also want to increase faculty 
cooperation with the Honor 
Council," she said. 
Pendleton also said she wants to 
explore   the   possibility   of 
CRAIC NEWMANTHE BREEZE 
Cynthia Pendelton 
implementing a multiple-sanction 
system for honor code violations 
to replace JMU's current system of 
two penalties. 
Pendleton is a representative of 
the Honor Council, a member of 
the Honor Council's Student 
Awareness Committee, secretary 
for the SGA's Curriculum and 
Instruction Committee, and chair 
of the SGA Communication 
Enhancement Committee. 
— Mite Hearts 
POLICY NO.: 111:06:05 
PURPOSE 
The purpose of this policy is to outline the procedures to be 
followed in recording, storing and disposing of items turned in to 
the information desk in the Warren Campus Center. 
POLICY 
The information desk staff are charged with accurately recording 
the receipt of "found" items, storing items believed to be valuable 
in a locked cabinet with all other items stored in drawers, and 
retaining items for a period of 90 days. The Office of Student 
Activities will advertise this policy in The Breeze during the fall 
and spring semesters. 
PROCEDURES 
The information desk staff member will record his or her name, 
the date, an item number, descriptive information and the storage 
location for each item turned in to the lost and found. Each item 
will be marked with a corresponding item number and will be 
stored at the information desk. Items that are considered valuable 
will be stored in a locked cabinet by a staff member of the Office 
of Student Activities. All other items will be stored in drawers and 
cabinets at the information desk. 
Once received by information desk staff, all items will be held for 
a period of 90 days. 
After 90 days, all items will be turned over to the Office of 
Purchases and Stores, documented accordingly and will become 
surplus property of the University. 
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FIRST OFFERING!?? 
4 BEDROOVI AIT. WITH FIREPLACE 
10 minute walk to campus 
Partially furnished 
Washer, dryer, microwave 
Great location 
$150/ Bedroom 
5-6 BEDROOM I IO.Mi - S. MAIN ST. 
10 minute walk to campus 
Great location 
Owned and operated by 
Dr. Crai? Smkh, 434-3509. 










Discover a challenging, 
rewarding future that puts 
you in touch with your skills. 
Todays Air Force offers ongoing 
opportunities for professional 
development with great pay and 
benefits, normal working hours, 
complete medical and dental care 
and 30 days vacation with pay per 
year. Learn how to qualify as an 
Air Force physical therapist. Call 




2061 Evelyn Byrd Ave. 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
(Behind Valley Mall) (703)433-5151 
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Student to bike across country for PUSH 
by Jessica Jenkins 
staff writer 
While many students will be relaxing at the beach 
or holding down a summer job, senior Jody Jaap will 
be cycling across the country to raise money for the 
handicapped. 
Jaap chose the trip as a way to "see the entire 
country and make a difference in peoples' lives — 
and just to know I can do it," he said. 
For 62 days this summer, Jaap will represent 
JMU's chapter of Pi Kappa Phi, joining the People 
Understanding the Severely Handicapped America 
Team. The team is an organization of Pi Kappa Phi 
members that comes together every summer to raise 
funds for PUSH Inc. 
"It's a bit of a strain financially, but it's the most 
incredible opportunity of a lifetime,'' Jaap said. 
PUSH Inc. allows Pi Kappa Phi to coordinate their 
service efforts into a national philanthropy. The goal 
of PUSH is to improve the lives of people with 
severe handicaps through service, volunteerism, 
education and awareness. 
PUSH "is a great way to see the country and do 
some good,'* Jaap said. 
On June 11, Jaap plans to meet 49 other Pi Kappa 
Phi members from across the country in San 
Francisco to prepare for the first leg of the trip. The 
riders will begin their 35,000-mile "Journey of 
Hope" early Monday morning with a trip to Napa, 
Calif. 
In Fallon, Nev., the riders will divide into two 
groups, one taking the northern route through 
Colorado, Iowa and Pennsylvania, and the other 
traveling the southern route through Arizona, Texas 
and Georgia. 
CRAM NEWMAN/THE BREEZE 
Senior Jody Jaap is training to ride across 
the country this summer. 
During the two-month ride, the teams will cover 
an average of 75 miles per day, riding six days a 
week. 
Jaap began preparing for the trip two months ago 
with a fitness program consisting of cycling, weight 
lifting and aerobic exercise. 
Reaching their destination city each day at about 4 
p.m., the members will visit a handicapped center in 
the area to spend some time with the children. The 
team often speaks to local civic organizations to talk 
about its mission. 
"This way, not only are we raising money that 
gets sent out nationally, but we take the message of 
disability awareness across the country," Jaap said. 
The cyclists must supply their own equipment and 
spending money. Meals and housing for the trip have 
been donated so that more of the money the riders 
raise can go directly to PUSH, Inc. 
"We're going to be living out of gymnasiums, 
hotels, and campsites for two months," Jaap said. 
Ten percent of the funds will go to uniforms, bike 
repairs and administrative expenses, and the another 
90 percent will be distributed to handicapped centers 
around the country. The organization makes an effort 
to give the money to centers in the same area where 
it was collected. 
PUSH America began in 1987 when a Pi Kappa 
Phi member from Stetson University rode across the 
country alone to raise funds for PUSH. The 
following summer the trip became a team effort, and 
today PUSH America has established an application 
process to limit the team to 50 members. 
Jaap said the trip is a good idea "so when you look 
back on your life and you've actually done 
something and have no regrets." 
PUSH America has set a fund-raising goal of 
$250,000 for this summer's trip. The individual 
cyclists raise their own funds before leaving, and 
must raise at least $5,000 to participate, usually in 
their hometown. Jaap's personal goal is $6,000. 
"It's something I've always wanted to do," Jaap 
said. "And there's no better way to see the country 
than from the seat of a bicvcle." 
Group tries to re-educate 
those eager to educate 
by the associated press 
ATLANTA (AP) — From a small 
house on the fringe of Emory 
University, a little-known cadre of 
professors is waging a quiet war on 
the dissention, tedium and 
bureaucratic morass they believe is 
too often the lot of the American 
schoolteacher. 
The National Faculty — launched 
by two education councils and Phi 
Beta Kappa, the collegiate scholastic 
and honorary society, 20 years ago — 
has sent hundreds of top university 
professors out into the hustings to 
teach some of the keenest students 
they've ever seen: elementary and 
high school teachers. 
It's not someone to tell us how to 
teach; we've had enough of that," said 
Lisa You, who teaches fifth and sixth 
grades at Star Lake Elementary 
School in Kent, Wash. "They're truly 
teachers. To get in touch with people 
who really practice their craft is a 
wonderful experience." 
"What The National Faculty does is 
... give teachers an opportunity to do 
what it was that made them want to 
become teachers in the first place; 
they love to learn," said Michael S. 
Mahoney, a professor of the history of 
science at Princeton University and a 
veteran of some 40 National Faculty 
missions. 
"We've demonstrated this over and 
over If you can get one teacher and 
get that person excited and 
recommitted, you can turn a whole 
school around," said Benjamin 
Ladner, president of The National 
Faculty 
The National Faculty is motivated in 
part by disdain for the state of modern 
American education. This is not a 
group that is infatuated by long-range 
lesson plans. 
Too often, teachers are plagued by 
"all kinds of dissention and 
bureaucratic insanity," said John J. 
McDermott, a National Faculty 
member and distinguished professor 
of philosophy at Texas A&M 
University. "All this time spent on 
paperwork is junk. Nothing else 
should be done except people should 
be talking to children." 
TEACHING  page 12 
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Cool Aid 
The lead singers of The Dancecrashers hem Vhpm  
Tech perform at Friday night's concert benefit for Mercy 
House, sponsored by WXJM. About 750 students 
attended the concert that raised over $2,000. 
• •    t- .TI'UI     iM'    » i •• t •»Vrrf->*» 
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by Mike Keatts 
poflcg reporter 
Campus police reported the following: 
Violence to Person*/Assault A Battery 
• A student was charged judicially with violence 
to persons after the student reportedly was 
observed fighting with another student near the 
campus police station at i :15 a.m. March 18. 
Both students reportedly had come from an off- 
campus party. Police said alcohol was a factor in 
the dispute. The matter is being referred to JMU's 
judicial system and may be referred to the JMU 
Mediation Center. 
Medical Assist/lnjury/AJcohol Related 
• Police said a student was found lying face up in 
Huffman Hall after stumbling and falling on return 
from Greek Row at 256 a.m. March 18, causing 
injuries to the student's head and ear as well as 
chipping the student's teeth.The student 
reportedly had consumed large amounts of 
alcohol at the Chi Phi fraternity house. 
The victim was treated and released from 
Rockingham Memorial Hospital. No arrest was 
made because the victim's medical needs were 
being met by the officers. 
Trespass on Train/Dangerous Practices 
• Two students were charged judicially with 
dangerous practices and with trespassing on a 
train at 11:32 p.m. March 17. Cadets reportedly 
observed the two students hanging on ladders of 
a moving freight train. The students got on the 
train at the crossing between Gibbons and 
Godwin halls and got off the train at the gate to 
Greek Row. Information of the incident reportedly 
has been turned over to railroad police. 
Grand Larceny 
• A Berlia sewing machine, model 1010 with 
serial number 30125694, reportedly was stolen 
from Lincoln House sometime before Feb. 24. 
• A turquoise. 21-speed Hardrock Specialized 
mountain bike with serial number GW042334 
reportedly was stolen from outside room 407 of 
the Sigma Nu fraternity house between 12:01 
a.m. and 1 a.m. March 20. The bike was 
unsecured at the time of the apparent theft. 
Unknown individuals also reportedly entered 
the party room of the fraternity house, turned over 
the bar and tore fraternity paddles from the wall. 
Burglary/Petty Larceny 
• An unknown student reportedly stole a green 
Sigma Kappa sweatshirt and fled from a suite in 
Weaver Hall at 4:19 a.m. March 18. The student 
reportedly had been observed intoxicated and 
passed out in the common area of a suite earlier. 
The student reportedly entered the suite when 
one of the suite residents left the door unsecured 
while going to the bathroom. 
Petty Larceny 
• A Uniden cordless telephone reportedly was 
stolen from an unsecured and unattended room in 
McGraw-Long Hall between 7 p.m. and 10:30 
p.m. March 18.The phone is valued at $100. 
• A telephone desk set reportedly was stolen 
from the microcomputer lab in Miller Had between 
5 p.m. March 16 and 6 p.m. March 17. The desk 
set is valued at $50. 
Destruction of Public 
Property/Reckless Driving 
• The operator of a sport utility or RV-type 
vehicle reportedly drove recklessly on the grass 
causing damage to the grass in front of 
Dingledine Hall at 4:45 p.m. March 19. 
Destruction of Public Property 
• An unknown person reportedly painted an 
obscene message on an interior wall of the Alpha 
Chi Rho fraternity house between 2 and 230 a.m. 
March 18. The fire enunciator panel and a nearby 
bicycle were also splattered with paint. 
Destruction of Personal Property 
• A radio antenna reportedly was bent on a 
vehicle parked in the Hillside lot between 8 p.m. 
March 15 and 2 p.m. March 17. The damage is 
estimated at $40. 
• A mirror was reportedly broken off a vehicle 
parked in X-lot between 2:30 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. 
March 17. The mirror is valued at $40. 
Disturbance 
• Two college-age males reportedly were fighting 
in front of Huffman Hall around 123 a.m. March 
20. The complainant reported that one of the 
suspects threatened the other with something that 
appeared to be a knife. Both suspects were gone 
when police arrived. 
Number of drunk in public charges since Dec. 4: 
55 




at Mister Chips ! 
SAVF?f)if 
Try one of our new 
tLAPSTICKS 
at regular price, get 
20* off 
the second one! 
Reg. 594. 
M ADISO N 
QARDENg 
Located on South Main Street 
...on 2 liter 
SAVF 4Zj 
Buy one 
■   COKE, CMET COKE,    .  «oi can of soda 
AND SPRITE ■ save 154 
I | on the second 
Reg. 59* 
Large Living Area 
Washer & Dryer 
A Quick 8 Minute Walk to Campus. jfc 
<i     Range, Refrigerator & Dishwasher % 
*& 2 Full Baths f 
• 3 Bedrooms for 5 Students 
Each Bedroom has its Own Balcony or Patio 
• • hive Closer 
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Compton. 
CONTINUED from page 3 
campus center expansion," he said. 
With experience both as a 
commuter senator and as chairman of 
the buildings and grounds committee, 
Compton has seen the benefit of 
student opinion. "I am the best 
candidate for this position because I 
am convinced that the student body is 
the most vital component of this 
university," he said. "I am thus 
dedicated to promoting student 
opinion on all university issues." 
Student opinion could be fostered 
Surovell  
by a renewed interest in the SGA, he 
said. Though student interest in the 
SGA is waning right now, I think 
efforts to increase the communication 
between students and the SGA will 
encourage more students to get 
involved." 
A change in SGA issues might also 
promote involvement. "The SGA 
currently concentrates on hard-hitting 
issues," Compton said. But he hopes 
the SGA will also begin to consider 
more general issues. 
— Shauna Miler 
CONTINUED frompage3 
policies. "I'd like to have the 
administration ask for our input at the 
beginning of the decision-making 
process instead of the end," Surovell 
said. 
He said this can be done by 
requiring the administration to bring 
its suggestions to the students. "In the 
past, the administration has not 
referred anything to us — we always 
refer things to them," Surovell said. 
"We need to change this by having 
them have a senator propose a bill and 
pass it to the SGA." 
By insisting that the administration 
go to students, Surovell said that much 
miscommunication could be 
alleviated. "There is a need for 
increased student awareness on 
budgetary issues because there are a 
lot of rumors going on. 
"Students don't realize that money 
from capital can't be used on projects 
it is not specified to," he said. "I want 
to make sure students aren't receiving 
misinformation." 
- Shauna Miler 
Jeneby  
CONTINUED frompage3 
Jeneby's. "Students need to be more 
aware of commission issues," she 
said. "1 think we should have a 
bulletin board — the meetings are 
open to everybody but no one knows 
about them. 
"The administration says it's 
public information, but it really isn't 
because they don't make enough 
effort to involve students." 
Jeneby wants students to know that 
their input is necessary. "A student 
shouldn't have to be a member of the 
Sweeney. 
CONTINUED from page 3 
SGA to participate," she said. All 
students would be able to serve on 
commissions and boards through an 
application process if she is elected, 
Jeneby said. "Students will be able to 
apply to be on the commissions and 
boards based on qualification instead 
of experience." 
"Immediacy is the key to 
effectiveness," she said. "I would push 
using petitions and talking to the 
students before the administration 
makes a decision." 
— Shauna Miler 
Sweeney sees his approach as a 
mirror of current politics. "I'm trying 
to uphold political standards dominant 
in the media," he said. According to 
Sweeney, part of that standard is 
appearance. "Most politicians spend a 
lot of time on image," he said. 
Fittingly, Sweeney plans to assist 
other students in improving their 
image through a grooming products 
fund. "I use the most expensive 
grooming products to achieve my 
beauty, so I want to provide funds for 
other students to use the same 
products," he said.  . 
The fund would be collected 
through several means. "We would get 
the money by staging a break dance 
exhibit on a street in Washington, 
D.C.," said Sweeney. "Or I could 
make a movie starring myself." 
Sweeney is prepared to win the 
election. "I think I can win this 
election because last year only one- 
tenth of the students voted," he said. 
"The voter turnout is very tow." 
— Shauna Miler 
You have a news tip? Call Christy, Lisa and Ian at x6127 
END DRIVE THRU 
ROBBERY! 




Drive by any fast food place and 
chances are you'll see signs saying 
"Only 590" or "690 special" splashed 
everywhere. 
But take a closer look at the menu 
and you'll see the "590 special" isn't 
for a full size hambuger. It's for a 
pre-made mini-burger. 
At Rally's we have "specials" 
every day because we have everyday 
low prices. On everything. 
Rally's isn't about robbery. It's 
about a steal. 
Wheel into our E. Market St. location 
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CONTINUED from peg, 9 
With The National Faculty, schoolteachers can talk 
with premiere research professors as equals and as 
educators. Hie organization, funded by corporate and 
philanthropic donations, has staged programs in all 
SO states and has even been approached about 
working in rapidly redeveloping Eastern Europe. 
In a typical program, one or two National Faculty 
members work with one or two dozen teachers for 
few days, teaching them their best scholarly material 
from their specific fields. The teachers are then 
charged with translating it to their own students. 
In other programs, professors may work with 
teachers in an intensive two-week summer seminar. 
"We don't ask them to come in and make their 
stuff palatable to ninth-grade teachers," Ladner said. 
"We ask them to come in and teach their best stuff, 
ami to treat schoolteachers as peers.'' 
One excursion made clear to McDermott why he 
was there. 
"There were these people from Tucson," he said. 
"They had announced a cut in their budget, firing 
teachers, and they stumble in and I'm thinking, 'I 
gotta say something about how compassionate I am 
about all this.' 
"But someone said. We'll take care of that We 
want you to do what you do. We don't want to come 
here and listen to more crap about the school board. 
Talk to us about Plato.'" 
"A lot of the situations we go into, we find the 
teachers are demoralized," Ladner said. "It's not 
because they don't love teaching, but because they 
spent so much energy being shunted aside by five- 
year plans and 10-year plans and regulations. 
"It's clear, from our standpoint, that what needs to 
be done is to focus again on individual teachers and 
their capacities.'' 
"It gave me a real shot in the arm," said Debbie 
McDonald, who teaches gifted students at Spanaway 
Junior High in Tacoma, Wash., using a specially 
designed curriculum combining various subjects. 
"It gave me connections with all these incredibly 
professional people who teach in my state," she said. 
"Now we share materials back and forth." 
"I've found that teachers are rejuvenated by these 
visits," said Loren Crabtree, a Faculty member and 
dean of arts, humanities and social sciences at 
Colorado State University. "It is clearly the content 
Teachers are reluctant to do these classic 'in-service' 
programs, the pedagogy, the new ways of teaching 
teaching. 
"They already know how to teach. What they need 




—the winning combination. 
The Breeze is looking for an assistant graphics 
design editor. 
Computer graphics work and Macintosh 
experience are strongly recommended. 
Send a resume, cover letter and some samples of 
your work by April 1 to: 
Editor, The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger Hall 
mi 
WE DO MORE"FOR YOU! 
♦ Individual Leases 
♦ 24 Hour Maintenance Service 
♦ Covered Bus Shelter with Service Every 15 Minutes 
♦ Fully Equipped Kitchen 
♦ Economical & Efficient Gas Heat 
♦ Fully Furnished 
♦ Full-Size Washer & Dryer 
♦ Ample, Well Lighted Parking 
♦ Short Walk to JMU 
♦ On Site, Professional Management 
♦ Weight Room 
♦ Basketball Court 
♦ Volleyball Court 
♦ Tailgate Parties 
♦ Exam Study Breaks with Pizza, Donuts, Coffee 
♦ Designated Driver Program 
♦ Resident; Monthly Newsletter 
♦ Monday Night Football 
♦ Lots of Storage Space 
♦   Close to Shopping, Restaurants 
VISIT US TODAY TO RESERVE YOUR APARTMENT FOR  92! 
1235-F Devon Lane, Port Republic Road 
Harrison burg, VA  22801 
(703)432-1001 
Mondmy-Friday 9AM - 5PM 
Saturday 10AM ■ 1PM A 2PM - 5PM 
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Programs geared toward total wellness 
by Denyse Lozier 
 suffwriter  
The Godwin Wellness Center is 
expanding to help the JMU 
community become more aware of 
total wellness. 
"When the center was first put 
together, [it was] decided to 
incorporate the idea of wellness," said 
Jennifer Sherwin, a graduate student 
in charge of the center's new wellness 
programs. 
Wellness does not merely consist of 
physical fitness, according to Kathy 
Koch, assistant director of student 
activities. 
Sherwin said there are six 
dimensions of wellness: physical, 
emotional, social, occupational, 
intellectual and spiritual. 
One of the things the center will 
begin to offer this week is total 
wellness assessment. 
Wellness assessment consists of 
lifestyle and physical fitness tests, 
Koch said. 
A test called "testwell" is used for 
the lifestyle part of me assessment. 
According to Koch, the testwell 
program "is not really a valid measure 
of anything, it's just an awareness tool 
— an educational instrument. It gives 
you an idea of where you are and then 
you can analyze yourself." 
Assessment takes about an hour and 
includes the testwell program and a 
fitness test that measures weight, 
height, body fat. strength and 
flexibility. 
Koch said participants are told the 
results of the assessment and then 
receive help setting goals in the 
different areas of wellness. 
There also are follow-up tests. 
"We try to post-test them to see if 
they have improved and if they have 
reached any of their goals," Koch said. 
To emphasize the other dimensions 
of wellness, the center is beginning a 
six-month cycle, where they will 
present programs focusing on different 
aspects of wellness each month. 
Programs in March will pertain to 
physical fitness, and those in April 
will deal with careers and career 
decision-making. 
September will be devoted to the 
social dimension of wellness, October 
will focus on the intellectual aspects 
of wellness, and November will focus 
on emotional wellness. 
"So far we have had two 
programs," Sherwin said. "Both have 
been successful." 
ftrr MHsrhala in the Wellness Center. The center in promotinaj 
The center's first program was on 
nutrition. About IS people attended, 
including people who had just come to 
the center to work oat. 
"A tot of people stopped working 
out and came over and began asking 
questions," Sherwin said. "It was very 
personal and very comfortable for the 
students." 
The second workshop given by the 
center was on eating disorders. 
According to Sherwin, no one 
signed up for the workshop but the 
center decided to "give it anyway and 
MARIANNE ARENTS /THE BREEZE 
Jeff Edwards works out on the leg press machine. 
V * 
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awareness off total welness. 
see what happened." 
The workshop was a success, 
Sherwin said. About 30 people 
attended. 
A program on breast cancer had 
been planned, but was canceled due to 
lack of interest 
But Sherwin said one of the things 
she learned from the eating disorders 
workshop was "what to do and what 
not to do to get students to come to the 
programs. 
"We are testing things and seeing 
what works," she said. "We are using 
surveys to tell us what people want 
and how we can put on a program to 
attract students and how to get them to 
come." 
Sherwin said that the center has 
advertised the programs in various 
campus media, but many students 
think the programs have not been 
well-publicized. 
"The programs are not made well- 
known to the public," said freshman 
Jason Keller, who frequently uses the 
Wellness Center. "I didn't know about 
them." 
Other students said they think the 
programs are not covering topics that 
apply to them. 
"The programs they've had I 
haven't been really interested in," said 
freshman Celeste Young, another 
regular. 
"If they had something that I was 
interested in I would go," she said. 
The next program scheduled is on 
general wellness. It will be held 
March 25 at 8 pm. 
r 1 
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Dart... 
To Pi Kappa Phi for their PUSH week 
fundraising methods. The cause is great — but 
why a competition between the sororities on 
Greek Row? All fraternities and sororities, as 
well as many other organizations at JMU, 
should be involved. 
Sent in by two Greek women PUSHingfor 
campus unity. 
Pat... 
A real cool pat to WXJM for sponsoring Cool 
Aid, a unique showcase of JMU bands that 
benefited Mercy House. And much thanks to 
Johnnies Heritage, Succotash, the Dave 
Matthews Band, Cillia, Dancecrashers and the 
Cicada for contributing their talent. 
Dart... 
To the granola-eating, shower-boycotting. 
Earth mug-carrying, hackey-sacking, mascot- 
changing SGA candidates. 
Sent in by two extremely opinionated students 
concerned with the future of JMU. 
Pat... 
A pat to President and Mrs. Carrier for the 
invitations cordially inviting all the students 
participating in the Emerging Leaders program 
to a reception at Oakview April 1. 
Dart... 
To those mumping speakers in P. C. Dukes. 
What a pleasant atmosphere to chow down in.. 
. what?... huh?... speak up, I can't hear you! 
Sent in by a student who likes to hear himself 
chew. 
Pat... 
A community-service pat to everyone who 
volunteered their time for the Very Special Arts 
program which took place in the PC. Ballroom 
Friday. 
Jfoe 
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FAMILY   LOVE ? 
1   THINK   IT'S   ABOUT 
TIME    AMERICA 
REDISCOVERED   FAMILY 
VALUES, STRESSED 
THE" FowER OF   LPVE, 
ANC   REAU-ZEb   THE 
IMPORTANCE   OF GOD. 
WHAT?   YOU'RH A   HONAOSE*U AU?f 
GET OUT OF THIS   House / Yotl ARE A*? 
LONGER   A   FART   oF  itilS.   FAMILY I 
I PotfT Love   You Mff   M°R£ !  PoN*T 
You KN6W  ALL  FAG-G-oVS    G-0 To  HELL.I 
NEA: necessary for society 
We usually don't jump into controversies that 
brew in our letters pages, but a recent issue is so 
important — and so loaded — that we must. The 
National Endowment for the Arts has been trashed, 
glorified, and generally hyperbolized. If you are for 
it, you fund obscenity. If you're against it, you 
restrict freedom of speech. Well, as with so many 
controversies, it just isn't that simple. 
Funding the NEA comes down to one single issue: 
Does this society believe that funding culture and, as 
an extension of culture, education is vital? Some 
NEA-sponsored art is good; some is bad; some is 
thought-provoking. But the NEA performs an 
educational service in helping art — in particular, 
experimental art and art created by minorities — to 
exist. It presents a variety of art, and performs an 
educational function in asking viewers to judge that 
art for themselves. 
True, some of this art may offend individual 
sensibilities. And taxpayers attached to that 
sensibility may be angry that their money funds such 
art But isn't that a side effect of any state-sponsored 
education system? Those who believe that God 
created the Earth in the carefully-described, 7-day 
process described in Genesis are furious that public 
schools teach students to believe in evolution. Those 
who disagree with National Public Radio's "AH 
Things Considered" are angry that taxes fund it, too. 
Before limiting the art that the NEA can fund (a 
process, by the way, mat is already practiced far too 
often at the NEA, especially by heir-apparent Anne 
Radice), ask what you are doing at a public school. 
Would you want your education here limited by the 
same claims of obscenity that have hounded the 
NEA? America has committed itself to funding 
education and that includes funding a variety of art 
America's deadly obsession 
Americans just can't avoid those beautiful people 
— whether it's Mr. Soloflex or' Mrs. Diet Coke, 
there's no escaping the thin models who look so real 
on television commercials and magazine 
advertisements. 
At first the use of thin models seems logical — 
lets face it, Roseanne Arnold wouldn't sell many 
wine coolers. But the truth is that people are dying 
because of America's obsession with thinness. 
Tracey Gold, an actress on the sitcom "Growing 
Pains," has recently come forward with her story 
about struggling with anorexia nervosa. Like most 
people with anorexia. Gold always thought she 
looked fat and ugly, even when she was starving 
herself to death. 
This country's problem with anorexia shows the 
identity crisis of American culture. Americans are 
obsessed with being thin. 
Commercials reflect America's hopeless pursuit of 
the "perfect" body. Thin models advertise for 
fattening foods like beer, pizza and potato chips. 
Watchers are encouraged to eat popular foods and 
maintain a model figure. We only see the beautiful 
people on television, making us think more and more 
about our imperfections. 
It's important to stay healthy, but being healthy 
isn't necessarily being thin. Our attitudes need to 
shift away from body size and focus on real worth. 
We need to stop judging people by the size of 
their waste line. The next time you feel the urge to 
laugh at a fat joke, think of the millions of 
Americans who are convinced that they're bad 
people because their not at their "ideal" weight. And 
think of the anorexia victims who are starving 
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letters to tlic Editor 
Danny Cruce for president: 
ensuring a 'pragmatic future' 
To the 
The most important avenue for student input into JMU 
it the SGA. For this organization to be run effectively, the 
leaden must be concerned, devoted, experienced and 
aware. Danny Cruce is the only candidate for the office of 
president that possesses all of these qualities. 
Danny's experience during his three years in die SOA 
show his concern and devotion. In the past Danny served 
as a student representative, Greek senator, and committee 
chairman. He is currently an executive council member, 
serving as secretary. In this position Danny has actively 
guided the committee Ex-Comm into better 
communication between the SGA, BSA, UPB and other 
front-end budgeted organizations. 
Danny's platform includes creative and feasible ideas 
for the Student Government. Although he has not been 
visited by extraterrestrial beings, he has realistic 
qualifications and goals for SGA. This reality cannot be 
seen in the other candidates platforms. 
In my role as SGA administrative vice president, I 
have worked with the Health Center Advisory Committee 
in investigating the betterment of the Health Center. Our 
research has found that it is not plausible to bring x-ray 
machines, more doctors, or condom machines to campus. 
Budget constraints and existing programs in the Health 
Center refute these promises. 
Danny Cruce for president is the only vote for a 
pragmatic future for the students of JMU. I encourage all 
students to participate in the election on March 24, from 9 
am. to 7 p.m. on the commons. 
KWaniaL Byrd 
SGA Administrative VP 
psychology 
Becky Smith for Treasurer: 
'experience and dedication' 
To the editor: 
Experience, dedication, organization and commitment 
reflect the ultimate leader. These qualities, Becky Smith, 
rurtidf* for treasurer, actively promotes and exemplifies. 
Becky Smith, who is best qualified for this job, 
exemplifies experience and dedication, something lacking 
in other candidates. 
She has served in the SGA for three years, two years at 
East Carolina University and one year at JMU. Through 
the duration of her career with die SGA she served on die 
Finance Committee and has played an active role on the 
internal structure of SGA budgeting. Her other positions 
have been varied, including serving on both the Internal 
Affairs Committee and the Communication Enhancement 
Committee. 
Her involvement with student organizations, however, 
has not been limited. Through her involvement with Alpha 
Phi Sorority (ECU chapter) and the Gamma Beta Phi 
Honor Society. Becky has exemplified both leadership and 
commitment in serving both JMU and the community. 
In conjunction with her experience, Becky promotes a 
concrete platform with well-established goals and 
objectives. She plans to implement a student loan plan of 
$25 to $50 which would allow students greater 
accessibility to funds. She has a plan which would publish 
a report detailing the exact distribution of tuition money. 
Finally, students can see where their money is going 
and exactly what all those payments really pay for. She 
desires to increase organizational understanding of treasury 
accounts, and is highly experienced in the Quicken 
Intelligent computer software program. 
As an executive board member she will reflect the 
goals of the entire student body. She will bridge the gap 
between the students and the SGA Through her, we will 
aee greater communication with the students and SGA and 
an increase in student faculty relations. She promotes JMU 
involvement with city issues and stresses the importance of 
commitment and dedication to not only her office but to 
the entire student body. 
The JMU chapter of Circle K, an involvement/action- 
oriented organization promoting service to both the 
Harrisonburg and the JMU communities, along with 
present SGA Treasurer Dan Campbell, proudly endorses 
Becky Smith for SGA treasurer. Please vote on March 24 
and give Becky Smith both your support and vote. 
Patricia L. Do* 
JMU Orel* K Preeident-Elect 
Junior 
uolUcjsl tc lento 
Frank Dam for SGA Secretary 
Is a vote for 'determination' 
To the eater 
I would like to express confidence in our hall's SGA 
senator, Frank Dam. I'm an RA in Huffman Hall and have 
lived in the Village for three years. But in my three years I 
have never come across such determination to get things 
done as I have seen in our senator. 
He represented Huffman Hall well by introducing 23 
bills (including bills for a juice machine in our hall, 24- 
hour computer labs, more bike racks . . . items that his 
constituents want). He takes every suggestion to heart and 
he does a "dam" good job of trying to keep his promises. 
Currently, Frank is running for SGA secretary. Among 
his platform, he promises to upgrade the job of secretary, 
expand relations between the SGA Senate, the Faculty 
Senate and administrators, and reduce student apathy by 
keeping the student body informed (his plan for this is 
impressive). There is no doubt in my mind that he will do 
the same job he has done and continues to do for Huffman 
Hall. He's got my vote, but don't take my word for it Call 




100 more signature 
Resha Jeneby 'obvious choice' 
for Administrative V. P. 
To the editor 
As the campaigns draw to a close, it is time to finally 
decide who we want to actually put in office. Some of the 
candidates are fun to watch but they cannot be seriously 
considered for an SGA office. The obvious choice for 
SGA administrative vice president is Resha Jeneby. Resha 
is a serious candidate with the experience, the ideas and the 
will to do a good job. 
First of all. Resha is serious about the position of 
administrative vice president. She has a sound platform 
describing projects that she will accomplish in office. She 
has plans to increase the student voice in both faculty and 
administrative affairs. She also wants to tackle such 
objectives as a simpler and easier registration, limiting the 
number of credit hours required to graduate, and increased 
student involvement in the SGA. 
Second, Resha has experience in the field of student 
government. She was president of her high school, T. C. 
Williams, and since she came to JMU, Resha has been very 
active in the SGA. She has held positions as a 
representative, a senator, and a committee chairwoman, 
while serving on various other committees. This shows her 
knowledge about how the SGA works and how to 
communicate with the administration to solve problems. 
Third, Resha is the only serious candidate. Unlike some 
of her competitors, Resha is not trying to make a statement 
about the election system. She does not base her platform 
on the premise that the SGA is "weak and ineffective." On 
the contrary, she has already begun to better the SGA 
internally through her committee, as well as increasing 
SGA involvement with the general student body. She feels 
that she can make the most changes by getting inside the 
system and using her power to help the students. 
I encourage you to vote March 24 on the commons. 
And when you do vote, remember to choose a candidate for 
the right reasons. 
Vote Resha Jeneby for the position of SGA 




Michael Booker will 'get back 
the voice1 as Legislative V. P. 
To the editor: 
As an SGA senator, I feel that I am one of the most 
qualified people to endorse a potential candidate. 
Michael Booker is an outgoing student who has the 
most experience at running SGA meetings. This year he 
has served as chairman pro-tempore and has run several of 
the SGA meetings in the absence of the current legislative 
vice president. 
Michael's actions definitely speak louder than his 
words. When he was selected as chairman pro-tempore of 
the senate, he followed through with his promises to 
establish active participation within the various 
committees. He also held meetings with the committee 
chairmen to offer advice and support 
I strongly believe that Michael Booker will follow 
through with his plans for lobbying, environment and 
judicial action. He has lobbied in Richmond, testified to a 
joint General Assembly Finance Committee in Norfolk, 
helped with Adopt-a-Lake, and dedicated much of his time 
and energy to his position as chairman pro-tempore, among 
other activities. 
However, I feel Michael's biggest concern is the 
students. He hopes to utilize his legislative and judicial 
experience to be a voice for the student body on issues 
affecting the university's budget and tuition increases. 
I request mat you, an active JMU student, take the time 
to learn about the people that could possibly be 
representing your interests in the SGA. I also ask that you 
come out and vote on Tuesday, March 24, on the commons. 
Remember, this is your chance to 'Get back the voice you 
deserve." 
Matthew Koeeman 
SGA Commuter Senator 
sophomoro 
busJneM 
Nell Nguyen for Legislative 
V. P. is a vote for 'real action' 
To the editor: 
On March 24, the student body of JMU is being given 
the opportunity to cast their vote and make their voice 
heard about the direction we want this university to take. 
Overall, there are more than 15 candidates to choose 
from, but for the position of legislative vice president there 
is only one clear choice. Nell Nguyen has the experience, 
the leadership, and the vision necessary to make student 
concerns be heard by the faculty, administration, 
community and lawmakers in Richmond. 
Unlike her opponent, Nell has tangible results backing 
her. As chairwoman of the Student Services Committee for 
two years, she has researched and put into action the UVa. 
bus transit system, recycling bins on campus, emergency 
telephones for every residence hall and the extra day for 
Thanksgiving break. Her accomplishments to date are only 
the tip of the iceberg. 
While her opponent campaigns on a promise to meet 
with all the more than 100 student organizations on 
campus, he forgets to mention that while running for senate 
pro-tempore he promised to meet with all SGA senators, a 
promise he has failed to live up to. 
Nell Nguyen's plan is comprehensive and practical and 
by electing her as your legislative vice president you have 
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Student suggests cabinet, 
says 'Messrs' are 'clowns' 
To the editor: 
Ai an SG A senator, I feel compelled lo respond to 
the profound discourses on student empowerment voiced 
in the March 19 Breeze by Messrs McLeod and Sweeney. 
These clowns are a mockery of reform and a disgrace to 
the university. As JMU enters the most critical decade of 
its existence in its transition to a truly top-rank national 
university, we must undergo a fundamental paradigm 
shift in the role of student governance. The politics of 
pleasantries must and will yield to a recognition that a 
university exists not for grants, teams, tenures and 
political posts, but for the students. The current system of 
student governance is not "a joke," but rather risks 
becoming a glorified accountant in that its only real 
power is to give money to student organizations. 
Permit me two examples. One month ago, the SOA 
after intense debate, passed a bill which would ban 
smoking in D-hall. The next editions of that prolific 
publication. The Digest, contained an announcement that 
smoking would still be allowed in D-hall. At about the 
same time, the SOA passed a bill to give Howard 
Johnson's residents displaced status in next year's tottery. 
A month later, the Housing Advisory Committee decided 
to ignore the SOA and not grant displaced status. 
Ultimately, the discretion to make choices at JMU 
rests with the innumerable committees and commissions 
sprinkled around campus. As our university matures over 
the next decade, we need to move away from token 
student representation toward total student discretion in 
the matters that so clearly affect us. Among these goals 
must be a totally student-effectuated judicial system and 
a SOA that is more than a suggestion box. I thank the 
current SOA leadership for bringing awareness to the 
choices we must make, and charge the students to initiate 
those positive changes. As someone who knows bom the 
system and those trying to change it, I urge you to vote for 
responsible change in the form of Tun Acosta (president), 
Mike Booker (legislative vice- president) and Laura 
McClintock (secretary). 
David E. Frydrychowskl 
5CA aaMnator, Howard Johnson s 
freshman 
political science 
Student expresses concern 
over candidate's 'promises' 
To the editor: 
As a concerned and aware student at JMU, I feel the 
need to comment on several issues being presented to our 
student body in the upcoming student government 
elections. In particular, I comment on promises of 
impossible and misleading ideas. 
Over the course of the past week I have accepted the 
responsibihty of checking on candidates' platforms before 
I make my decision of which candidate will be the best for 
his/her position. The most blatant example of lack of 
research is Mr. Jim Acosta. His moat publicized idea is 
the installation of condom machines in every residence 
hall and Greek Row. On die surface this seems like an 
acceptable idea; but if the candidate researched his 
platform ideas, as any candidate should, he would 
discover many problems. The first is that there is a lack of 
funds for installation of the machines, upkeep of the 
machines and the prevention of vandalism to these 
machines. A realistic alternative would be to better utilize 
the resources that we are already given under these hard 
times as condoms are already free at the Health Center 
along with necessary information to aid in the prevention 
of sexually transmitted diseases and pregnancy. 
On the same note, the employment of additional 
doctors at the Health Center along with the purchase of an 
X-ray machine not only shows lack of research but lack 
of experience as well. The same monetary situation 
applies to these topics. In addition to this, I have taken 
two to three minutes to discuss this, as well as the 
condom issue, with the director of the Health Center. 
Besides the funding problem, there are already extra staff 
employed for the peak rush times at the Health Center. 
Also the cold clinic is a new option initialed by student 
concern which helps to alleviate the busy times. The X 
ray idea would not only require the actual machine, but a 
radiologist and an additional doctor (UVa. does not even 
have this service). 
These are only a few of the misconceptions that I 
have found with this "presidential'' candidate. I hope that 
this letter will motivate you to look into the issues that are 
being presented to you, the student body, as feasible. 
Gsjmavtt E. Stover 
Infer 
EQUAL asks people to write 
Gov. Wilder about House Bill 
House Bill #1110 presently sits on Gov. Wflder's desk 
swaiting his signature or veto. This bill would require 
females under the age of 18 to have parental consent in 
order to get a legal abortion. Although this bill has the 
appeal of increasing family communication, it is actually 
quite harmful. This is illustrated in the case of Becky Bell, 
the teenager from Indiana who died from an illegally 
performed botched abortion because she was afraid to tell 
her parents she was pregnant 
Gov. Wilder is outwardly pro-choice but still wavering 
on this issue. If you support reproductive freedom and 
abortion rights, we strongly urge you to write or call the 
governor and voice your opinion: 
The Hon. L. Douglas Wilder 
State Capitol, Third Floor 
Richmond, Va. 23219 
(804)786-2211—phone 
(804)786-3985 — FAX 
TIM mainhara of EQUAL 
Reader feels SGA's interest 
in USSA is expensive 'idiocy' 
To the editor: 
After reading the United States Student Association's 
real platform I was left with one thought: USSA or USSR? 
Position papers from the USSA were given to me by 
friends at the University of Oregon and Vassar College. 
There is a bipartisan move on both campuses to withdraw 
membership and for good reason. I was appalled to read 
that the SGA would consider joining the USSA. 
USSA claims that it is a mainstream organization that 
represents student concerns on campuses nationwide. The 
USSA advertises itself as a nonpartisan lobby group 
working for educational reform. The real issues they work 
for are not publicized and wisely so. The USSA position 
papers reveal the true nature of the "reform" they would 
like to undertake. Here are some examples: 
• "The military of the United States has been and 
continues to be a vile, persistent threat to the self 
determination of people of color... in places including ... 
Korea, Vietnam, the Virgin Islands. South America, Haiti, 
Cuba and Brooklyn." Brooklyn? 
• "U.S. policies are threatening the very existence of 
humanity while the Soviet Union and other socialist 
countries have advanced constructive proposals." 
• The USSA stated that the U.S. military created the 
HIV virus in 1961 in order to kill homosexuals and 
minorities. Recently declassified KGB documents reveal 
that the KGB was responsible for spreading this rumor. 
• The USSA is a member of the International Union of 
Students (IUS) created by the Soviet Union after World 
War II to spread the communist message abroad. 
• The USSA singled out East German dictator Erich 
Honecker and PLO chairman Yassir Arafat as "outstanding 
public officials.'' 
• In 1985 the USSA attended the World Youth Festival 
with USSA funds under the direction of KOB chairman 
Cherbokov. 
The USSA lobbies in Washington. They lobbied for 
the communist FMLN guerrillas, against Clarence 
Thomas, for the Abortion Rights Action League and other 
important issues concerned with education. The USSA is 
funded by student fees. We have no say about where our 
money goes and that is perfectly fine with the USSA. 
If the SOA seriously thinks about joining the USSA 
and using our student fees to subsidize this idiocy then we 
have no right naming ourselves after a founding father. It 
would be easier for the SOA to dig up James Madison and 
take turns spitting on his corpse. It would send' the same 




Student feels that minority 
scholarships crucial to JMU 
To the editor: 
On Dec. 4, 1991. the Department of Higher Education 
came out with its ruling on the legality of minority 
scholarships, malting them largely illegal. The ruling is a 
"proposed policy" that has not yet become law. If adopted, 
the new regulations would prohibit colleges and 
universities from administering scholarship programs 
which target minority students. A 90-day public comment 
period officially ended on March 9. and at present, a 
review period of comments received, is taking place. After 
the review period, a final decision regarding the policy will 
be made. 
It is imperative that we, u students, take action against 
this proposed policy. If adopted, the policy will have a 
terrible impact on the already-decreasing enrollment of 
students of color in this country's colleges and universities. 
It will affect present and future generations of minority 
youth. Letters to Congress members regarding this issue 
are urgently needed. There will be a meeting on 
Wednesday, March 6 in Keezell 107 at 6 p.m. for those 
interested in taking action against this policy. 
Tiffany Kingham 
■enter 
Faculty member thanks all 
involved with Quincentenary 
To the editor: 
I would like to commend and thank all those who 
organized and participated in "The Quincentenary 
Considered: A Gathering of Spirits." The great 
achievement of this event, (in addition to the sharing of 
information and the general enlightenment of the 
community) was the initiative and self-empowerment 
actualized by those who conceived the need for such a 
gathering and who put out the great effort to make such an 
event a reality. The blending of many voices, the inclusion 
of diverse topics and the refusal to allow institutional 
barriers prevent you from educating yourselves indicates a 
hope for the future of all of us. May the witness continue. 
Kim berry Connor 
Dept of Philosophy and Rellsrion 
faculty 
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Student writes, urges people 
to vote in 'Burg elections 
One month ago. I attended the Harrisonburg city 
planning meeting where area residents conld make 
suggestions about Harrisonburg's future. I attended this 
meeting on behalf of all IMU commuter cyclists who ride 
their bikes to school as a means of transportation 
sometimes on dangerous shoulders amidst heavy traffic. 
The planning commission was especially interested in the 
fact that I was a registered Harrisonburg voter. Why? 
Because the council is voted into office by people like 
myself. 
So you ask, "When is the next city council election and 
how can I affect what goes on in this town?" The next city 
election is on May 5. Three seats are available. The 
decisions the city council makes in Harrisonburg affects 
JMU students directly. The problem, however, is that 
students are generally not registered in this area. 
1 appeal to all the freshmen, sophomores and juniors at 
this school to register with the Harrisonburg Voting 
Registrar. If you live in Harrisonburg 9 to 10 months out of 
the year, then Harrisonburg is your primary address. You 
can vote for the city council — one candidate this year is a 
member of die JMU faculty — and one vote (yes, one vote) 
can swing the entire election. In November, you will be 
able to educate yourself about the congressional and 
senatorial candidates for this area and forget about absentee 
ballots. 
If you live in Harrisonburg and you care about JMU 
students now and in the future, register in Harrisonburg. 
We could all make a difference. 
Daniel* Dt onsen 
■ami or 
Malory 
Breeze Midway Market article 
example of poor Journalism 
Telhs)._ 
On Monday, March 16. The Brent published an article 
that wu hardly noteworthy except for one reason. This 
article entitled, "Midway Market closes, deli stays open," 
wu located in the News section, but probably should have 
been located in the trash. In writing this article, Laura 
Jenkins was to cover the closing of the Midway Market 
Tms news probably did not really affect the student body 
directly, but that is not my point 
Ms. Jenkins seems to have forgotten the basic rules of 
journalism. The broken rule is to RESEARCH your topic. 
"The owners of the market were unavailable for comment 
this weekend....", there is a little something that bothers 
me about her statement. If The Bretu is going to publish 
an article on anything, shouldn't its staff workers spend 
more than an hour or two on a supposed "news" story? In 
the story. Ms. Jenkins does not do a bad job of writing her 
assumptions about the reasons for closing or even if the 
market has closed. 
However, a news story is not intended to be opinion, 
but rather fact An example of the assumptions made is, 
"Midway Market... apparently has closed." Ms. Jenkins, 
the market is either closed or openl This statement of 
assumption was the first sentence in the ankle, which right 
.way assured me of a good quality story that was obviously 
well-researched, ha! Ms. Jenkins even has the abundance of 
proof supporting her claim that the market has closed. "The 
market's doors are locked and inventory on shelves has 
been reduced." This in my mind is not entirely conclusive, 
but if it is good enough for Ms. Jenkins, then obviously it is 
good enough for The Breeze. 
Since the word of Ms. Jenkins is considered the 
absolute truth at the paper, I started to wonder about some 
of the other articles. I can just see the Sports section now, 
"Dukes win NCAA's!!!" This would be where the reporter 
didn't really see the game, but heard about it through a 
friend. This is not journalism, this is bull!!! I usually enjoy 
reading the fine work of The Breeze, but this article 
obviously is not that fine work. I believe we can easily find 
another word far this style of writing. 
I am not trying to say that the market is still open. It 
may very well be closed, but I would like to see a little 
more professionalism and effort put into the paper. The 
story may be totally true, but one would not know it horn 
the article by Ms. Jenkins. A story such as this one merely 
serves to lower the credibility of the paper and the reporter. 
Next time Ms. Jenkins, I would suggest putting a little 
more pride into your work. However, if The Breeze 
continues to publish such poor articles ss this, then maybe 
for the safety of the paper the News section should be 
called Rumors and Assumptions. 
Bryan MM* 
htatory/ecooomics 
Two students write, share 
experience at tragic accident 
TothoodHor: 
I'm writing in reference to the tragic accident that 
occurred Saturday evening, Jan. 23. My roommate and I 
were driving along Cantrell in the sluggish traffic, when we 
noticed people tending to a car that had appeared to have 
slid off the icy road. We were trained last semester in first 
aid emergency care and CPR, so my roommate wanted to 
see if she could offer any assistance. I watched as a campus 
police car drove up, and I assumed that the situation was 
now under control. Much to my surprise, it wasn't. I 
watched the crowd dissipate, but she wasn't with them. I 
saw her kneeling next to a body with a campus policeman. 
I parked and walked over to the scene. She was searching 
for a pulse while the officer performed chest compressions. 
I announced to the officer that I was trained in CPR, and 
that I would take over if either one got tired. The officer 
looked up, and answered back for me to start CPR because 
neither he nor his partner knew it. My roommate and I 
administered CPR until the emergency squad arrived. 
This experience alerted me to the fact that campus 
police aren't trained in CPR. I appreciate all they do for this 
campus, but if they are the first authority at the scene, I 
would think that CPR and first aid training would be a 
requirement In a CPR situation, the victim has a high 
chance of survival if CPR is started within the first two 
minutes of cardiac arrest. The function of the campus 
police is to assess a situation and determine if help is 
needed. Wouldn't it be better if they could start CPR 
immediately, while the emergency squad is on the way? 
My purpose is not to degrade the campus police or the 
officers that responded. I'm just trying to improve campus 
safety. Some students I have talked with have all had the 
same reaction, "Boy, I feel safe!" We should feel safe. and. 
as the student handbook states, "The university has the 
right and obligation to protect students and their visitors 
from physical harm ..." The addition of CPR training can 
only augment the campus police, and I can't foresee any 
contraindications of the training. It probably wouldn't be a 
bad idea if more students and Harrisonburg residents 
learned CPR also. Please contact the local Red Cross 
chapter and ask where courses are available if you wish to 
be trained. As for the campus police, the force should 
require its officers to be trained for emergency situations, 
such as the one on Jan. 25. Otherwise, students will hsve to 
hope that a spectator who knows CPR and emergency care 
comes to their aid. 
Ksrthryn T. Bingay Phnn*.£l,*ork 
sophomore sophomore) 
health physical education 
49 othor signatures, 
Editor's note: A response obtained from campus police 
describes the incident and answers the complaint in this 
way: 
As the officer approached the scene "they noticed a car 
up against the guard rail at the J lot entrance with a 
number of people standing around looking into the car. 
There were cars parked on both sides of Cantrell with 
people milling about. Cars were sliding up and down the 
hill on Cantrell presenting an extremely hazardous 
situation. They parked the cruiser clear of the problem 
about 30 yards from the accident so as to not add to the 
confusion and the hazard. 
"While they were pulling to a stop (the two officers] 
radioed for a rescue squad. [The two officers] walked up to 
the car and noticed that the operator's neck had bulged 
and that his face was purple. [Officer A] checked for a 
pulse and could find none. {Officer A] dragged the victim 
out from the car. Up to that time, everyone was just 
standing around doing nothing. {Officer A) had to ask 
people to give him some room so he could pull the victim 
from the car. /Officer A] tried to check for a pulse, but his 
hands were too cold. Meanwhile, [Officer B] went back to 
the car to get the blanket and CPR face shield. [Officer A] 
asked if anyone had CPR. A girl in the crowd spoke up and 
stated that she had been certified last Thursday. As [Officer 
A] had not had his CPR training recently and had never 
done CPR in the field he asked her if she wanted to do the 
resuscitation while he did the chest compressions (in 
essence provide the correct count coordination). 
"As [Officer BJ approached the JMU cruiser while 
trying to keep from being hit by sliding cars, [Officer C] of 
the Harrisonburg Police Department drove up and jumped 
out of his cruiser. [Officer C] is the city's shock 
trauma/EMI' on the Tactical Squad. He already had his 
CPR face shield in hand. [Officer B[ retrieved the blanket. 
The girl working with [Officer A[ got only five breath puffs 
in with [Officer A'sJ three coordinated chest compressions 
when [Officer CJ approached and took over with his face 
shield. At that point [Officer A/ backed off to deal with the 
dangerous vehicle traffic and the growing crowd. 
"Just then as [Officer CJ assumed the CPR function, 
the fire truck with EMT personnel drove up and parked in 
the middle of the street. Those EMTs were to lake over, but 
subsequently the rescue unit pulled up and the technicians 
assumed command. It was apparent that the victim was not 
responding. The victim was transported to RMH and 
pronounced dead on arrival. 
"[Officer A and Officer B] slated that the entire 
encounter from the tune they got out of their cruiser until 
the fire truck arrived look no more than a minute and a 
half. There was no hesitation... 
"We are already making plans for CPR recertification. 
All of our people have had CPR at the academy. Some have 
had their certification lapse ... We also have just hired a 
new officer with EMTlShock Trauma certification. We had 
already spoken about using his resources to provide such 
training. It is difficult getting a class together in sufficient 
numbers when we need one, with officers spread around 
the shift rotation, especially with this low complement. But 
we were already discussing training. None of this was a 
factor here though. They were doing their job and are 
being criticized by the misinformed." 
Donkeys not basketball stars, 
let's feed them to homeless 
To tfw mtmtor. 
This is in regard to the article on donkey basketball. I 
too agree that the game is cruel to the donkeys, and have a 
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Upcoming 
atJMU 
• "MFA Degree Exhibition: Alison 
Ann Finn and Whitney Thomas 
McBride," March 24-April 7, 
Sawhill Gallery, Duke Hall. 
1 "Third Annual New Images 
Exhibition," March 17-April 11, 
New Image Gallery, Zirkle House. 
i "Group Art Exhibition," March 23- 
April 4, Artworks Gallery, Zirkle 
House. 
"Paintings by Yvette Venturo," 
March 23-April 4, The Other 
Gallery, Zirkle House. 
music 
• March Mallet Madness, 1 p.m., 
March 23; 8 p.m. March 24; lp.m, 
8p.m. March 25, Music Building, 
Rm. 108. 
• Guitar recital, 1 p.m., March 27, 
Anthony-Seeger Auditorium. 
• Saxophone recital, 3 p.m., March 
27, Anthony-Seeger Auditorium. 
• Voice recital, 4:30 p.m., March 27, 
Anthony-Seeger Auditorium. 
• Composition recital, 6 p.m., 
March 27, Anthony-Seeger 
Auditorium. 
• Voice recital, 8 p.m., March 27, 
Anthony-Seeger Auditorium. 
• Tri-State Jazz Festival, March 28, 
Music Building, Rm. 108. 
theater 
• "Nunsense," 8 p.m., March 23, 
Wilson Hall. 
• "The Night Thoreau Spent in 
Jail,"March 25-29, Theatre II. 
An outlet for creativity. 
Arts festival emphasizes 
Making paper pillows, creating music on a xylophone and 
painting pictures with bubbles gave disabled children a chance to 
use their creativity in the P.C. Ballroom Friday. 
The theme of this year's "Very Special Arts Festival" was 
"Only Abilities." And according to festival director David 
Heller, it's an apt theme for a festival that "represents the idea 
that in the arts there are no disabilities." 
JMU involvement 
Kim Severbeck, a JMU alumna, began JMU's festival last 
year after she was exposed to an equivalent program at Radford 
Special Arts in Virginia. As a special education major who 
works with special education students, Severbeck saw the 
benefits the children received through the arts. 
Between 150 to 200 JMU students also helped this year in 
coordinating the different art and music activities for the 175 
children who participated. Alpha Phi Omega, Tau Beta Sigma, 
Kappa Kappa Psi and students in Special Education classes gave 
up their time for to help with the festival. 
Volunteer Annalie Ames said it was interesting to see 
children with a wide range of disabilities express themselves 
through art. 
"In my station the children had to make finger prints, but the 
children seemed to have more fun by printing their whole arm, 
and it didn't really matter because they were having a ball," she 
said. 
Doing this "makes me feel good," said Nick Franks, a 
sophomore who also volunteers for Special Olympics. 
During the program. Lieutenant Governor Donald Beyer 
surprised the kids by stopping in. According to Jennifer Clark, a 
member of the Very Special Arts committee, Beyer commended 
the volunteers on their efforts. 
And by the end of the festival, the children were all cloaked in 
paint, wearing paper hats, carrying handf uls of crafts — and 
smiling. 
"The festival is an opportunity for the kids to be looked at 
without their educational labels," Heller said. 
Very Special Arts 
Very Special Arts, an education affiliate of the John F. 
Kennedy Center for the performing arts, has been designated by 
Congress to organize quality art programs for people with mental 
and physical disabilities. 
"A lot of the children, who have special needs, are not 
Article by Barbara Awuakye 
Photographs by Craig Newman 
^ 
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s abilities 
involved ina lot of things, and this is one way they can get 
involved,'' said Kay Smith, executive director for the Very 
Special Arts of Virginia, who helps with projects statewide. 
Across the United States, more than one million people from 
15,000 communities participate in Very Special Arts programs. 
More than SO nations participate in the international program. 
Very Special Arts of Virginia, local donations, and JMU 
funded the festival on Friday. 
Programs in other communities have sometimes included 
theater workshops in which the students have watched 
performances, and even participated in them. At Friday's 
festival, a group of special students entertained an audience by 
presenting a play about spring. 
Future programs of the Very Special Arts include, "The White 
House 200th Anniversary Art Exhibition'' on Oct. 13, the 200th 
anniversary of the laying of the White House cornerstone. 
According to Smith, the special students learn about life in the 
White House over 200 years ago by drawing an aspect of it. 
The student creators of the selected works will attend the 
White House Opening and meet President and Mrs. Bush. The 
exhibition will become a part of the White House Historical 
Association's archives of the anniversary celebration. 
(Far left) Jeremy Alger works on a project at the Very 
Special Arts Festival. He receives help from his mother 
Patty Alger and volunteer Stacey Gishe. (Near left) Aaron 
Hornlck uses a sponge to create a picture of his own. (Top 
right) Daniel Hlnkle plays with a finger puppet he made 
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The Breeze is looking for an assistant 
graphics design editor. 
Computer graphics work and Macintosh 
experience are strongly recommended. 
Send a resume, cover letter and some 
samples of your work to: 
Editor, The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger Hall 
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Student goes on the road with 'Nunsense' 
by Laura Jenkins 
staffwritcr 
She's been in Cillia, JMU theater productions like 
"Three Story Walk-up," and the summer orientation 
show. Now, theatergoers can see Jennifer Juul use 
her experience on stage nationwide as Sister Mary 
Leo in the musical comedy "Nunsense." 
Juui, a junior theater major at JMU, did not 
expect to spend a year away from JMU as part of a 
professional national touring company when she 
attended an audition last summer. 
"I was going to do a special study on auditioning 
over the summer since I was going to be home," 
Juul explained. "I was going to go to various 
auditions to improve my auditioning." 
Juul was surprised when one of these auditions 
yielded a real job — one which required her to make 
a decision about whether or not to take time off from 
school, causing her to graduate late. 
"My parents weren't too happy, but I was excited 
to go and do it," Juul said. "I didn't really have any 
misgivings about leaving school to tour." 
Juul felt that her JMU theater experiences had 
prepared her in the way to treat other performers. 
But in general, Juul feds that the experience offered 
in school is somewhat limited. 
"You can only learn so much at school — you 
have to go out and get experience."Juul said. 
Aside from getting experience in her major, Juul 
believes that her time on the road will enhance her 
academic career. 
"At first I thought, I don't want to go back, now 
I'm excited," Juul said. "I think I'll be a better 
student academically; I think I will appreciate school 
more." 
COURTESY OF THE MASTERPIECE 
"Nunsense," which has JMU student 
Jennifer Juul in the cast, is showing tonight 
inWlsonHaf. 
Juul enjoys the road life, but she will definitely be 
back at JMU next year. 
"I need a break from touring," Juul explained. 
"And I have to go back while I have the 
motivation." 
Juul would consider touring again, but she will 
use her new experience in choosing her next job. 
"Now I know what to look out for — things I can 
ask for if I ever get a job like this," Juul said. "It's 
bad enough living out of a suitcase — if I have a 
clear picture of a good quality of life on a tour, I 
would take it" 
Juul has enjoyed her louring experience despite 
some discomforts and the awkwardness of being the 
youngest member of the company. 
"It was really hard at first, I really felt separated. 
Sometimes it was really hard to feel a part of things, 
I felt really inexperienced," Juul explained. "But 
after the tour got underway, and the audience liked 
the show, I felt better." 
There are monetary benefits to being on the road 
as well. Juul has saved all of the salary she has 
made, only spending her per diem, which is a daily 
allowance paid to the company to cover their food 
and other expenses. 
Another benefit of the touring experience has 
been the opportunity to travel. 
"Seeing the country was good — out west was 
the best, the West Coast is great" 
The trip has been educational for Juul, teaching 
her not only about the rigors of professional acting, 
but about the country she has spent the last year 
entertaining. S 
"I really have learned a lot about what this 
country is, that people don't always realize if they 
haven't traveled extensively," Juul said. 
Overall, Juul considers herself among the ranks of 
those who "really like touring." 
"If you can keep straight what day of the week it 
is and where you are, then you are doing great." 
Juul is looking forward to coming back to JMU 
and performing in the dinner theater here after the 
tour ends on April IS. 
"If I toured for the rest of my life I would die at a 
young age," Juul remarked. 
We'll Trade You A Hard 
Drive For A Short Drive., 
Park Apartments realizes our location is not next door to your classroom. But we're sure 
that when you look at our list of features you'll see it's worth a short drive. 
For your short drive you will receive: 
• A Computer (with Hard Drive) to use in your own 
apartment home. 
• Lotus and Word Processing software 
• The availability of Park's own computer lab, 
laser printer, and select software. 
• Convenient to Shopping Centers and 
adjacent to PurceU park. 
• On the Bus Line 
So give Park a look. 
We're sure you'll see 
that short drive we're 
asking you to take isn't 
so bad after all. 
Better Hurry... 
This is a limited offer. 
Applications must be 
filed by April 15,1992 
And there is more... 
• ALL UTILITIES can be included 
in rents 
• Washer/Dryer Options 
•Pool 
• 1,2 ft 3 Bedrooms from $299.00 
• Resident Computer Lab 
• Furniture available 
• Stunning Corporate 
Apartment Homes 
for Weekend guest'. 
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Transfers learn JMU's lingo and layout 
by Sara Hammel 
staff writer 
Many JMU students can 
remember grasping onto 
their orientation folders 
freshman year, hoping no one would 
notice as they glanced down at the 
campus map on the back cover. 
But for transfer students, those 
maps are often a lifeline for survival, 
regardless of their year. Junior Julie 
Kropp, who transferred here last 
semester from the University of 
Delaware, said she is relieved to have 
finally adjusted to the campus. 
"It's weird being a junior and not 
knowing where you're going," Kropp 
said. "I used to walk around lost, 
carrying that folder with the map on 
the back." 
Most transfers miss the period 
where everyone gets to know each 
other. But JMU made arrangements 
this year to make adjustments 
smoother for some transfers. 
Junior Derek Majkowski, who 
lives in Weaver, said he appreciates 
the university's effort to meet his 
needs. 
"The nice thing they did was to put 
me on a floor with other transfers so 
they weren't already in their groups, 
which made things a lot easier," 
Majkowski said. 
He transferred to JMU last semester 
from a community college in New 
Jersey, where he lives. Being out-of- 
state required an extra adjustment for 
"I wasn't used to 
people being so 
nice. I came here 
and people I hardly 
knew were saying 
'hi' to me." 
Derek Majkowski 
junior 
him, and he said going south was a 
real change. 
"I really love it here," Majkowski 
said. "The only thing was, I wasn't 
used to people being so nice. I came 
here and people I hardly knew were 
saying 'hi' to me. I just wasn't used to 
that." 
D-Hall is another mystery to some 
transfers, especially since the name 
itself needs no explanation to JMU 
students. 
Kropp said she finally understands 
most of the lingo, after being here for 
a semester and a half . 
"Whenever people used to talk 
transfers catch on to the lingo and the 
common student complaints. 
Majkowski cited the requirement to 
have a 20-meal plan because he's on 






James Madison University 
KEN BURAKER/THE BREEZE 
about a 'punch,' I would just think, 
'What are you talking about?"' she 
said. "'Am I supposed to go out and 
deck someone or what?' I finally just 
asked someone, although I didn't want 
to sound stupid." 
Terms for certain areas of campus 
also are confusing and can cause 
problems, even when someone does 
break down and ask for directions. 
"I had a friend who lived in a dorm, 
and then someone said it was in the 
Village," Kropp said. 
"For all I knew that could have 
been downtown Harrisonburg. I 
figured it out after awhile, but it was a 
real pain at first." 
After some time at Madison, the 
"I get fed up with D-Hall," he said. 
"Sometimes it feels like they serve the 
same stuff every day." 
Kropp said she is not charmed by 
the drunk in public policy here. 
"When I first came here, all I heard 
was 'Watch out for DIP' and 'Don't 
get a DIP whatever you do.* At 
Delaware, they were just happy these 
people weren't out driving," she said. 
Although problems exist, transfer 
students are the first to admit that 
JMU seems to have something for 
everyone. 
Some transfer for academic 
reputation or a specific major, and 
others come for financial reasons. Still 
others enroll at JMU for a mixture of 
their own personal reasons. 
Sophomore Cielo Diga left Old 
Dominion University because of her 
premed major. 
"The program here is so much 
stronger, especially in the physics and 
chemistry departments," she said. 
"The professors here, like the v 
beginning bio professors, are very 
clear and also very receptive." 
Junior Chris Carter found the 
business school here attractive, and 
left Chowan College in North 
Carolina to enroll at JMU. 
"JMU's business school has an 
international reputation, which I really 
like," Carter said. 
Majkowski agreed, saying he heard 
about JMU's reputation in high 
school. 
"I've always liked this school's up- 
and-coming reputation," he said, "and 
after awhile at community college I 
applied and got in, so I decided to 
come here." 
JMU's  size  plays  a role  in 
recruiting transfers too. Carter said his    , 
last school boasted a mere 1,000 
students. 
"There are so many more people 
here so it's not so personal," he 
explained. "That way everyone 
doesn't know your business." 
Carter also chose JMU because he 
has a lot of friends here. 
"I used to come visit before I 
"When I was 
thinking of 
transferring, I heard 
JMU students were 
very friendly and 
helpful. When I got     . 




transferred because some of my best 
friends go here," he said. "I had some 
great experiences visiting here." 
Diga said that JMU's reputation 
runs deeper than simply academics. 
"When    I    was    thinking    of 
transferring, I heard JMU students 
were very friendly and helpful," she     ■«. - 
said. "When I got here, I found out it 
was true." 




Apparel on sale! 
March 30, 31, April 1 - 8:30-4:00 
Grafton-Stovall Theatre 
Announcements now on sale 
No textbook buyback ^c^>—m 
March 23-April 22 • ^ 
*Jfa«tM*l4£ IS HABIT FORMIMfl 
"DCUCHTFUl HICM-fiFIRITtD ElOXRTAINMEimA HAIL OF 
PUN AND FR0UC1 WACKY AND OUTRACCOUS WITH A 
HYSTCWCAl ANYTHINC40CS SENtt OF FUM" 
New Ybrk Times 
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MONDAY •MARCH 23 •1992 
WILSON HALL • 8 P.M. 
TICKET LOCATIONS: 
MASTERPIECE SEASON BOX OFFICE - M-F, 1-5 p.m. 
WARREN CAMPUS CENTER BOX OFFICE 
CALL FOR RESERVATIONS • 568-7000 
TONIGHT!!! 
The Offices of Student Activities, 
(Dr. fRpnaCdCarrier and James "W. 
"Dyf&, Jr. Secretary of "Education, 
vAtt honor the student teaders, 
student organizations, faculty/staff 
advisers and service-learners of 
James Madison University at the 
annual Leadership Awards "Banquet 
on "Wednesday, March 25 at 6 p.m. 
in the (Phillips Center "Ballroom. 
All campus leaders will be recognized, and 
the following have been nominated for: 
Outstanding Service-Learner 
Kenneth Faytik Sarah Fleig 






Outstanding Student Organization 
Delta Sigma Pi 
Harmony 
Sigma Pi 
Student Government Association 
Wesley Foundation 














Laura Lee Niswander 
Elizabeth Runyan 
Mark Usry 
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Dukes disappoint in 
NIT with 73-69 loss 
by Joe Kornik 
stqffwriter 
MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE 
Ssnior Troy Bo. be played Ms final game for the Dukes Friday. 
PISCATAWAY, NJ. — The scrip! is 
becoming all loo familiar — only this 
lime it was Rutgers. 
Much like the CAA Championship 
game against Old Dominion, JMU fell 
behind early and its second half rally 
fell short as the Scarlet Knights 
defeated the Dukes 73-69 Friday night 
in the first round of the NTT. 
"We were either tight, or we 
choked, or we weren't ready to play," 
head coach Lefty Driesell said. 
"We've got to be mentally tougher 
when these post-season tournaments 
come around." 
JMU cut an 18-point second half 
lead down to only a deuce with 12 
seconds remaining, but when Rutger's 
Steve Worthy hit a pair-of free throws 
with only five seconds remaining, the 
comeback effort was in vain. 
All night JMU looked a step slow 
as the Scarlet Knights cut and slashed 
their way to easy buckets and 
transition hoops, as the Dukes were 
being run up and down the court 
"I give them credit, I thought they 
out hustled us and they played harder, 
they took the ball to the hole and got 
more baskets inside," Driesell said. 
"All the shots they made were layups 
— it was like a layup line." 
With a little under eight minutes 
remaining in the contest JMU found 
itself down 18 points, but managed to 
score nine straight and go on a 26-10 
run in the final moments. 
"They had the momentum the 
whole game," Michael Venson said. 
"When they had an 18-point lead we 
just fought back to get it down to two 
points, but they hit their foul shots at 
the end of the game." 
That was something the Dukes 
were unable to do. JMU converted 
only 8 of 16 free throws down the 
stretch and shot only 55.6 percent 
from the charity stripe for the game. 
"I think what really hurt us was our 
free throws," Driesell said. "Just when 
we started cutting into the lead we 
started missing free throws." 
At one point in the second half 
JMU missed four consecutive free 
throws, including two critical front 
ends of one and ones. 
"If we had made most of our free 
throws it would have been a much 
closer game than it was," point guard 
Bryan Edwards said. "Free throws are 
all mental." 
JMU found itself behind early as 
the Scarlet Knights jumped out to an 
early 15-4 lead but JMU was able to 
keep it close in the first half thanks to 
the efforts of William Davis and Jeff 
Chambers, who combined for 20 of 
the Dukes' 31 first-half points. 
RUTGERS page 27 
Diamond Dukes rally to sweep series with ECU 
by Chris TriWe 
stqffwriter 
Senior Hugh Broomall recorded a 
career-high nine strikeouts, and JMU 
rallied for a 4-3 victory over East 
Carolina yesterday to give the Dukes 
their first-ever three game sweep over 
the Pirates. 
That's pretty doggone good," head 
coach Ray Hcatwole said after JMU 
completed its historic sweep at Long 
Field/Mauck Stadium. They have a 
good club and they always play hard, 
so to do that is just super." 
Broomall's strong performance was 
nearly wasted by the Dukes (11-8.3-3 
in the CAA), who needed a seventh 
inning comeback to subdue the Pirates 
(14-8. 1-5). Down 3-2 heading into 
the bottom of the inning, JMU 
received a spark from junior shortstop 
Mike Mitchell 
Mitchell led of the inning with a 
single, and stole second and third. 
After second baseman Jeff Kaufman 
walked, junior catcher Mike Hubbard 
singled to score Mitchell and knot the 
game at 3-3. 
"He threw a fastball," Hubbard 
said. "I was just trying to get it up to 
score the runner on third. But the pitch 
was down, and I was able to hit it 
nara. 
Following a double-steal that put 
both runners into scoring position, 
freshman designated hitter Kevin 
Nehring doubled home Kaufman with 
the winning run. 
Despite the two walks issued by 
Broomall in the eighth inning, 
Heatwole chose to stay with his 
starter. The gamble paid off, as 
BASEBALL page 29 
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CRAIG NEWMAN/THE BREEZE 
Whit Babcock folds off a pitch in the first inning of Sunday's win. 
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No excuses: Dukes controlled own fate 
First let's get one thing straight Lefty Driesell 
owes no one any apologies. 
To all those JMU fans who feel Lefty let them 
down by not waltzing through the CAA tournament 
and taking the Dukes to the Big Dance, let's keep 
in mind where the Dukes were in October. 
Jeff Chambers was die only returning starter and 
Troy Bostk the only senior on a rosier that had nine 
new players. JMU was predicted second in the 
league by just about every basketball magazine and 
SPORTS COMMENTARY 
— Steve Miranda 
newspaper. At this point, an NCAA bid was 
considered a longshoL 
All of a sudden, after a 12-game winning streak, 
the campus is calling for the Final Four. 
Driesell met the preseason expectations for his 
team and provided a lot of excitement on the way. 
You can't expect much more than that. Just 
remember there were 204 teams that didn't even 
make the NTT. 
Where Lefty made his mistake was shifting the 
blame for not making the tournament on everyone 
else but himself. The CAA's poor power rating and 
the supposedly unfair selection process of the 
NCAA have been provided as scapegoats for the 
Dukes not making the list of 64. 
There are two ways to make the tournament — 
win your conference, or win enough games against 
quality opponents outside the conference to qualify 
for one of 34 at-large bids. JMU did neither, and 
thus did not deserve to go. 
Not that the chances weren't there. 
The tournament committee weighs heavily the 
number of wins against teams in the top 100 in 
determining its at-large bids. The Dukes held a 64- 
60 lead late in the second half against UNLV, who 
finished the regular season ranked 12th in the 
power ratings, but couldn't hold it and lost 80-73. 
JMU had the lead and the ball against BYU (who 
finished 24th) in the final minute of play, but 
missed some critical free throws and bowed to the 
Cougars 66-63. 
The Dukes went into its Feb. IS game versus Old 
Dominion undefeated in CAA play and had the lead 
and the ball with under a minute to play. But a 
charging foul against JMU and a Ricardo Leonard 
eight-fooler would doom the Dukes. 
With the regular season conference title on the 
line against Richmond at the Convo (Feb. 29), JMU 
jumped out to a 13-2 lead, but ended up shooting 
28 percent in the second half and losing 69-66. 
A combination of any two or three of these wins 
probably would have been good enough to put JMU 
in the tournament. 
Then there was the CAA tournament, and with it 
the automatic ticket to the NCAAs. The door was 
left wide open after top-seeded Richmond was 
upset in the semifinal round, but JMU would suffer 
the same fate in the finals and once again be on the 
outside looking in. 
Driesell knew the rules coming in, and just 
didn't win the big games necessary to impress the 
NCAA committee. While most tournament teams 
peak down the stretch, the Dukes looked tired in 
losing six of the final 11 games. Although the 
CAA's power rating surely didn't help, the Dukes 
had their postseason fate in their hands and just 
didn't get the job done. 
For three straight years, the Dukes have been 
huddled around the television set on that fateful 
Sunday night to see if the NCAA selection 
committee will look favorably on JMU and the 
CAA. For the third straight year the committee had 
no room for the Dukes in its field of 64. 
So JMU, along with 31 other schools set out in 
the NIT to prove the so called experts wrong. If 
JMU could manage to win a game or two in the 
NTT maybe the selection committee would begin to 
wonder if maybe they made a mistake in locking 
the Dukes out But once again, the Dukes couldn't 
prove the committee wrong. 
JMU's bowing out in the first round of the NTT 
tournament confirms what many believed for a long 
time — JMU didn't deserve to be in the NCAA 
Tournament after all. 
The Dukes postseason record under Driesell is 
now 0-3 and, while the NIT must feel like a 
consolation tournament, Driesell must start 
somewhere if he is going to build a program that's 
a regular participant in the NCAA tournament. 
«. 
Rutgers  
CONTINUED from page 25 
"In the first half we went out there 
a little tentative, and no one else was 
looking for their shot," Davis said. He 
finished the half with 12 points and 
was JMU's leading scorer with 20 
points. The Dukes trailed 40-31 at 
intermission. 
"It was definitely a combination of 
their quickness and strength," said 
Edwards. "They are the most athletic 
team we've faced this year and they 
really pushed the ball upcourt — and 
we just weren't getting back on 
defense." 
When Rutgers wasn't going inside 
for the easy two. Worthy and his 
feUow Scarlet Knights were killing the 
Dukes from the outside. Rutgers hit 
55.6 percent from behind the arc for 
the night 
Worthy, the Scarlet Knights leading 
scorer this season at 19 points per 
game, was 2-3 from three-point land 
and was the games high scorer with 21 
points. 
"Steve Worthy is all Ihey say he is 
— he is an excellent ball player," 
Chambers said. 
The Dukes pesky defense, which 
was a mainstay during the season, 
abandoned them Friday night 
"When we were winning we were 
really intense, and defense was the 
reason we won games," Edwards said. 
"But lately, it seems like we play 
defense for five or 10 minutes and 
then we give up. We used to play 
defense for 20 minutes [a half]." 
Kent Culuko, who hails from 
nearby Mahwah, N J., could never get 
on track, shooting just 1 for 8 from the 
floor, finishing with eight points. 
Culuko, who passed up Rutgers to 
come to JMU, did not receive a warm 
homecoming in his return to his home 
state, as he was booed every time he 
touched the ball. 
"I might have been a little tight in 
the beginning but I just couldn't get it 
going," Culuko said. "It usually takes 
me one or two shots to get going and 
none of my shots were falling. I really 
wanted to come out of here with a win 
but it just didn't happen." 
JMU ends the season at 21-11 and 
remains optimistic about next season. 
"We need to work hard in the off- 
season, but we should have an 
excellent club next year," Davis said. 
"We have a lot of talented people 
coming back." 
But Drieaell said he wants to lake it 
one year at a time. 
"What you have coming back next 
year doesn't make any difference," he 
said. "I look at Richmond this year 
and I look at us tost year — we both 
had everyone coming back and we 
both got beaten in the first round of 
the NTT." 
MIKE HEFFNER/THE BREEZE 
Junior WiHiam Davb scored 20 points in Friday's loss at Rutgers. 
Lacrosse falls 11-9 
to tough Penn State 
THE BREEZE MOND/V, MARCH 23,1992 • 27 
by Deny&e Lozter 
stqff writer 
The JMU women's lacrosse team 
fought Penn State until the final bell 
Saturday, finally losing 11-9 but 
denying the Nioany Lions a knockout 
victory. 
It was a change from the the last 
time the two teams exchanged blows. 
"Last year we played Penn State 
and we just rolled over and died — we 
didn't do that this year," head coach 
Dee McDonough said. The Dukes lost 
17-5 to the Lions last year. 
"We had a good game [Saturday], 
we played well, we kept our 
composure,'' McDonough said. "I was 
real pleased with their performance.'' 
The Dukes came out ruing, scoring 
a quick four goals while allowing the 
fourth-ranked Lions only one in the 
first IS minutes of the game. 
Senior Michelle Bianco, assisted by 
senior teammate Nora Maguire, was 
the first to score for JMU, sending one 
into the net at the 19:09 mark. 
Penn State's Lori Fitzgerald 
returned the favor three minutes later. 
The Dukes then pounded away at 
the Lions, scoring three goals in four 
minutes. 
Bianco hurled the first goal, she and 
Maguire traded duties for the second, 
and the third came from junior 
Troyhann Santos, aided by Maureen 
Lacy. 
But during this attack the Nittany 
Lions had been sharpening their 
claws. They pounced on the Dukes 
and controlled the game for the rest of 
the first half and the beginning of the 
second. 
"I think we had a lull right at the 
end of the first half and right at the 
beginning of the second half," 
McDonough said. "We kind of let 
them dominate, let them dictate what 
we did, and it was to their advantage. 
"I think that's very easy to do when 
you are playing a team of their caliber. 
They're very skilled and we just kind 
of fell into their trap." 
In that time span the Lions scored 
eight goals and allowed just one JMU 
goal into the nets. 
Ann Kolongowski, Chris McGinley 
and Deanna Blood each put in two 
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Pocket Billard Clinic 
O0 March 23-27 f 
Monday - 10 a.m. & 1 p.m. 
Tuesday - 10 a.m. & 1 p.m. 
Wednesday - Tournament all day 
Thursday - Women's Final around Noon 
- Men's Final 9 a.m. 
Friday - 11 a.m. -Jack White's match 
with the Men's Champion 
- Noon - Trick Shot Exhibition 
Anyone interested in 
participating in the 
tournament must sign up 
by Tuesday at 1 p.m. 
March 24 & 25-Movie: 
Goclfafllie-r Pai 
Parenthood 
27 & 28 i» 
[arch 29,# 
oseph Andre 
All movies are shown in Grafton-Stovall at 7 p.m. 
and 9:30 p.m. unless otherwise noted. 
Tickets are $1.50 w/ID, $2 w/out. 
Sunday movies are free and are shown at 7:30 p.m. 
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THE ONLY EASIER 
WWTOGETA 
JOB IS TO WORK 
FOR YOUR DAD. 
riSJooaff"! 
■ Complete Resume Package M 
■ Present ttw coupon at participabnglOnto's and receive  | 
■ »5 00 oft the purchase of a Complete Resume Padage. - 
1 Pad>a9es vwyfrom location to location Offer not sood ■ 





Make a great impression on your future boss (whoever it is) with a 
complete resume package from Kinko's. Just give us the information and 
we'll give you a full set of professionally designed, laser typeset resumes, 
complete with matching envelopes and cover letter sheets-plus you can 
choose from a wide variety of papers, styles, typefaces and formats. 
• Junto's 
the copy center 
Open 24 Hours 
1010 South Main • 433-9287 





The Breeze is looking for talented 
persons interested in ad sales tor the 
1992-1993 staff! 
Account Executives 
Assistant Business Manager 
*. 
Send resume and cover letter to: 
Travis Anderson 
Business Manager, The Breeze 
Antnony-Seeger Hall 
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS IS FRIDAY. MARCH 27. 
PIZZA FEAST 
mat 
Two Varieties Of Pizza Saved By The Slice. 
248S South Main Stiw-f 41V1821 
Sundays & Mondays 5 p.m. to 8 pm. Dine-In Only. 
• 1».** Wnr mlum, mmmini   U/Mi^mi «»i^ ImummJlm 
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Baseball  
CONTINUED from page25 
Broomall closed oat the final two innings for the 
win. The senior went the distance for his second 
complete game of the season, improving his mark to 
2-0 on the year. He scattered six hits and gave up 
three earned runs while walking three. 
"I threw a lot of sliders, and they were chasing a 
lot of pitches," BroomhaU said 
Heatwole was pleased with his pitcher's 
performance. 
"Hugh really stepped it up a notch," he said "His 
consistency has been up and down, but this is the 
biggest win of his career. It's a great confidence 
booster for him, and proves that he can beat any 
team in the conference." 
Nehring provided the offense for the Dukes, going 
3-4 with three doubles and three runs batted in. 
Hubbard added two hits, and Kaufman scored three 
Both teams struck for a run in the first despite 
facing a minor snowfall. Nehring's double scored 
Hubbard for the Dukes' first run. JMU took the lead 
in the third on an unearned run, as ECU right fielder 
Pat Watkhts dropped a Kaufman fly ball. Kaufman 
Lacrosse. 
would later score on a Nehring double. 
The Pirates struck for two runs in the fourth on 
two JMU miscues. A dropped third strike by 
Hubbard put the leadoff man aboard. Back-to-back 
hits scored the tying run for the Pirates, who then 
look the lead on an error by Mitchell. Despite the 
two-run outburst, Broomall was not fazed. 
It didn't bother me. We were only down 3-2, and 
I knew we would get the run back. It really didn't 
affect me at all." 
The Dukes prevented another big inning in the top 
of the seventh, when ECU placed runners on first 
and second with no one out. Broomall struck out the 
next batter, and Hubbard fired a rocket to second 
base to pick off the runner for a clutch double play. 
The batter "was trying to bunt, but he didn't get it 
down," Hubbard said. "When the bunt's not laid 
down, the runners are off the base, and you can come 
in behind for the tag. It's a rally killer." 
JMU defeated the Pirates twice on Saturday, 
winning the opener 5-1 and taking the nightcap 7-5. 
Rob Mummau and Whit Babcock both crushed 
two-run homers, and junior pitcher Rick Crushore 
threw a three-hit complete game to power the Dukes 
to victory in game one. 
In the second half of the douUeheader, a six-run 
explosion in the fourth inning helped JMU overcome 
a four-run deficit to post the corne-from-behind win. 
Junior Kevin Woody pitched 2 1/3 scoreless innings 
in relief for the victory, and Babcock closed out the 
game for his first save of the season. 
The sweep came at a crucial time for the Dukes, 
who were 0-3 in the conference after being swept 
last weekend in Richmond. 
"It was very important, since we dug ourselves a 
hole in Richmond," Heatwole said. "I told our 
players it was a must series—we had to sweep. Now 
we don't have to chase everyone in the conference." 
'The sweep was important for our confidence, and 
to let ECU know that we're capable of beating 
them," Hubbard said. 
Although ECU entered the game 14-5 and are 
three-time defending CAA champs, Heatwole was 
not surprised by his team's performance. 
"I'm quite pleased. We've shown the ability to 
beat anyone on our schedule. This is the first time 
we've played three tough games in a row. I think the 
players realize that if they play hard, they have a 
good chance to win every time." 
CONTINUED from page27 
goals for Peun State while teammates Fitzgerald and 
Donna Bucci each chipped in one. 
Maguire, a member of the All-America second 
team, turned around and blasted the Lions with two 
swift shots on goal, bringing the score to 9-7. 
The Lions responded in kind by sending two shots 
into the JMU goal within two minutes. 
Hungry for a win, the Dukes hung on in the final 
minutes of the game, showing the Lions their 
determination by slipping two more into the net in 
the final five minutes of the game. 
"You are always upset when you lose, but we had 
good game today," McDonough said. "We put 
together the things we've been practicing and they 
stayed together as a team." 
This game puts the JMU's record at 2-2 and ups 
Perm State's record to 24). 
The Dukes' next game is against Loyola at 3 p.m. 






Sure, you want to live off-campus, but then you'd have 
to drive and spend hours looking for a parking spot... 
or even worse, walk ten miles...right? WRONG! 
Madison Square is only a five minute walk from 
Campus on S. Main Street Plus all units have... 
• 2 1/2 baths 
• washer/dryer 
• dishwasher 
• townhouse styling 
Call Berkeley Realty today for more information at: 
434-1876 
GRADUATE EDUCATION 
in the Basic Health Sciences 











The Uniformed Services 
University of the Health 
Sciences offers Graduate 
Education In the Basic Hearth 
Sciences leading to the M.S. 
and Ph.D. in these disciplines. 
Masters of Public Health 
and Masters of Tropical 
Medicine and Hygiene 
degrees are offered in the 
Department of Preventive 
Medicine. 
United States civilian applicants accepted for Ph.D. study are 
appointed as graduate fellows and are paid $10,200 annually. 
Base salary may be supplemented in some programs. Minorities 
underrepresented in science are encouraged to apply. 
USUHS is a federally funded (DoD) Medical University located in 
Bethesda. Maryland. Students do not pay tuition and no 
service obligation it incurred for their education. Applications 
will be accepted until May 1,1992. 
For further information and application, contact: 
Office of Assistant Dean for Graduate Education 
Uniformed Services University of the Health Sciences 
4301 Jones Bridge Road 
Bethesda. MD 20814-4799 
Telephone: 301 -295-3913 or 800-772-1747 (Toll Free) 
UNIFORMED SERVICES UNIVERSITY OF THE HEALTH SCIENCES 
-Bethesda, Maryland 
USUHS is an EE/AA employer 
m+. 
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Paid Advertisement 
V o T 
MICHAEL BOOKER 
SGA Legislative Vice President 
*•*•• "Get Back the Voice You Deserve"***** 
March 24 





— the winning 
combination. 
The Breeze is 










Send a resume, 
cover letter and 
some samples of 
your work by 








— the winning 
combination. 
Paid for by Michael Booker for Legislative Vice President Committee 
Class of 1994 
RING SALE 
A   V 
im 
Class of 1994 . . . Order on these special dates and 
take full advantage of extra low, class contract prices! 
DATES:   March 22,24- 
TIME:        9-4- p.tn. 
PLACE:   Tidewater Room - WCC 
DEPOSIT: $10.00 
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SPORTSHIGHUGHTS 
Men's GoH finishes third in 
Navy Invitational 
Despite a lack of spring weather, the JMU 
men's golf team prevailed in the Navy Spring 
Invitational, placing third in a field of 19 teams. 
Only Maryland and Bowling Green bested the 
Dukes, the Terrapins winning with a two day 
total of 629 (313,316). Bowling Green finished 
with 631 (306,325), just four strokes ahead of 
the Dukes. 
Freshman Pleasant Hughs led the Dukes with 
a two day total of 158, shooting an even 79,79. 
He tied with Rich Hanna, who shot 80,78 and 
Dave Johns followed with 82.78. 
STAT OF "TVE DAY 
Dukes complete historic 
sweep 
The Diamond Dukes swept three games with 
East Carolina this weekend, marking the first 
time JMU has swept the series with the Pirates 
since 1988. The Dukes won a double-header 
Saturday, 5-1 and 7-5, than ralllied late in game 
three Sunday to best ECU 4-3. 
SPOR1SWEEKEND 




JMU 5, Radford 4 
Singlet: 
1. Benjelloun (R) d. White 6-4,6-1 
2. Samuel (JMU) d. Maida 4-6,6-2. 
6-1. 
3. Fahim (R) d. Phoebus 6-3.7-5. 
4. Biermann (R) d. Schaffner 6 1. 
6-2. 
5. Vongsavat (R) d. Herman 6-3,7-6. 
6. Herman (JMU) d. Bowers 6-1.61. 
Doubles: 
1. White-Schaffner (JMU) d. 
Benjelloun-Biermann 6-4, 6-2. 
2. Phoebus-Harper (JMU) d. Maida- 
Fahim 6-2, 6-2. 





JMU 7, Old Dominion 2 
Single*: 
1. Craybu (JMU) d. Evans 7-5.4-6, 
6-3. 
2. Fulten (ODU) d. Pino 7-5.2-6.6- 
2. 
3. Bousselaire (JMU) d. Riehm 6-3, 
6-0. 
4. Wilder (JMU) d. Tritti 8-2. 
5. Cox (JMU) d. Murray 4-6.6-0. 
6-1. 
6. DeYulia (JMU) d. Ortez 8-0. 
Doublet: 
1. Pino-Wilder (JMU) d. Riehm- 
Tritu3-6.6-3.6-4. 
2. Bousselaire-Craybas (JMU) d. 
Evans-Ortez 6-0, 6-1. 






William and Mary 266.20, 
JMU 262.25 
Top JMU scorers: 
Floor exercise: 1. Todd Mercer, 930. 
Pommel horse: 4. Mike Onuska and 
Mike Jenks, 9.10. 
Still rings: 1. Tun Bedford, 935. 
Vault: 2. Todd Mercer, 930. 
Parallel bars: 3. Todd Mercer. 9.10. 
Horizontal bar: 1. Gerard Neber. 
9.45. 





JMU 187.25, Radford 184.05 
Top JMU scorers: 
Floor exercise: 1. Sharie Murphy, 
9.80. 
Vault: 1. Julie Cardinali, 9.65. 
Uneven parallel bars: 1. Sharie 
Murphy, 9.65. 
Balance beam: 1. Julie Cardinali, 
9.45. 
All-around: 1. Julie Cardinali, 38.30. 
MEN'S GOLf 
Navy Spring Invitational 
March 21 ft 22, 1992 
JMU finished 3rd out of 19 teams. 
JMU's overall team score: 
318317—«35. 
Top JMU results: 
Pleaant Hughs 79.79—158. 
Rich Hanna 80.78—158. 
Dave Johns 82,78 —160. 




Now s iIn- time (<> reserve spaee for the summer 
MINI STORAGE 
Private Storage Rooms 
433-1000 






INNER MEDIA AGENCY 
PERSONNEL PLACEMENT FOR THE COMMUNICATION INDUSTRY 
Presents 
"Personal Packaging: Marketing Yourself for Employment" 
When:    April 14th 
Where:  Sheraton-Inn Harrisonburg 
Time:      3p.m. to 6p.m. 
Panelists Include:    Jerry Bodlander. Reporter. Associated Press 
Nan Slemer. Editor. WTOP-AM Radio 15 
Mark Woodward. Anchor. Metro Traffic Control 
Pat Hczan. Marketing/PR. Radio Business Report 
Paul Dralsey. VP. Mouncey. Furguson & Asc. (Ad ./PR firm) 
Discussion Topics: Skills needed for broadcasting. 
Internships .networking,resume and demo tape preparation. 
Interviews and YOUR QUESTIONS. 
Pick-up a brochure at WMRA or Comm Office 




Rt 33 Esut • 1550 E. Market St. 
try Wilderness Voyagers/Sheraton Access Rd. 
433-0313 
We Keep You Movin 
Super Sale March 27-29 
Bicycles, helmets, clothing, accessories 
*Big discounts on "91 Rollerblades 
Watch for details in Thursday's Issue 
RAIMJGH s&mtm cannondale ARollerblade 
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If you still need housing, 
Look no further! 
Each fully furnished 4 bedroom 
apartment comes with: 
• Double bed in each bedroom 
• Spacious bathroom w/ full length mirror 
• Stain resistant wall to wall carpet 
• Patio or balcony 
• Built in microwave oven 
• Garbage disposal 
• Free sewer & water 
• Full time maintenance 
• Full size washer and dryer 
in each unit 
• FREE CABLE hook-ups 
in each bedroom & 
one in the living room 
• 5 telephone hook-ups 
one in each bedroom & 
one in the living room 












get off campus 
this fall! 
.  
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CALVIN & HOBBES/BillWatterson THE FAR StDE/Gary Larson 
ITS NOT EAS1 WNJIH6 A 
MIND THAT OPERATES OH A 
MK3HER PLANE THAN ENER10NE 
ELSES/ PEOPLE JUST RERJSE 
TO SEE THAT I'M TVE CRUX 
OF AIL HtSTOW, A fctf 
OF DESTINE.' 
I SUPPOSE ONE CCULD RECOGUIZE A 
BCN OF DESTINE BM MB PLMCT-AND-STAR 
UHDERPANTS.     .  5 
ANOTHER TRCHOWT COMMEHT 
81 A JEALCUS LESSER IHTT£LLECT. 
BUT tW HAVE TO'SAI VT RI6HT. 
PAUSE A LITTLE AFTER. "BOl," 
AND SAVDEST>Nr A B\T 
SLOWER AND DEEPER FOR 
EMPHASES.   SAM IT. *&*_.. 
OF KSSSm: L\KE THAT/ 
I THINK I'M GONE TO STOP 
INTRODUCING 10) ALTOGETHER. 
God m • Ud MM to rate ■ chfcfcan In hit room. 
HERE IS*WR PAPER,SUSIE. 
<*5M GOOD. HERE IS fOJRS, 
CALVIN. 
BV THE tiki, VXA) CAN STOP 
SIGNING 10UR NORK "CALVIN, 
B0< Of PeSWC AND I THINK 
YOOR TIME VWULD BE BETTER , 
5PENT STOCKING THAN 
DRAVHN6 "OFFICIAL NOTAR1 










IS A PRIVATE 
CAGE IN THE 
PRIMATE HOUSE 
tm DESTINV 





M^N WOS OH Tup 
w  'JLOCK       \ 
D0NUT4CAD//fotfgta* 
\ VJtiA*«   TO TVK   Hn-'- VMIEK 
Albums to avoid 









T.vmh.uo. - Ursvorsty Court. 4 
e«y (70S) 2*1-2712.5*41*44 
Tewnhouoo - 3 Of 4 BR. *4967mo.. yeer 
IUM. Junt 1. heat pump. AC, W/D. deck. 
2SW472 Of 4S4«146 __ 
1 BEDROOM APTS. 
(DUTCHMILL COURT) 
-Frttt 1st 30 Days Rent 
-Short Month-llonth LMM Or 
Longer 
-feposN Negotiable 
-$315 Per Month 
ApplleeToAJIUnrUWkhLe 
Bt«imina BMMOT Tottay * M«. 31 
(OooeOMyWhtoSuppftUswe) 
Quiet, No Porto. 
4 Block. From JMU. 
SA.WoMJIMghbortwod 
On Bue Route 
434-2100 
Choop SuWot - June-Aug, 10 mm wtk. 
rwgtwobm Tonya. 4336659  
DM You Km* Humors Ridge has tht bosi 





Ct, 9>Mn. But RM* Each Wiy. 
434-2100 
HOMO —' 2 utos, LUII»IIIII» *«"**•» 
BR. 2 bete, Uktan sppsencee, MM 
mm.  HI ■-—--—n.*m 
busa*y»4SM«a 
SPECIAL 







Tewnheuee - Fomalo. 3 Mocks to JUU. 
lurrmhed. »*0, MoAonSqaom 1125.434- 
1040 
Con** - Largo. 4 BR. 2 bo*, completely 
turnkhod. microwave, W/D, smler/aewer 
nduttd Ouai atriwsphem. plenty partung. 
4 M Toomhouoo - ummmey Court, pool 3- 
1/2 bat* 433312»  
University Pteee - Ufsumietod. 3 BR. 2 
baths, kitchen eppeances, W/D, wmer/sewer 
hdudod. IndMdusi kM «1*Voa. AvaHeb. 
Juns1-Aug1.433e»22  
Yea, re Trim, Humors RUgo has te boat 
pussmvUavaeatteolcasnpusI  
mm* "to* - Rattened. 3 BR, 2 bat*, 
kitchen appttancee. W/D, water/eewer 
ndudad, indMdual lease Aval** Juna 1 
$205*e433**22 
Why sa«a For Loos ■ton you con got th. 
■••, si Human Ribgo' 
• » 
,. jao - RatotoA 4 BR 2 tofts, 
kitchen eppkances, W/O. wttor/oosror 
nducM. sworn** torn tie&tea. r- 
Juno 1 4334*22 
I - 2 mm aaotosss sssysuawar. 









4 BTte, 2 Balis, Furnished Apt 




3 Story, 4 BR. 2-1/2 Bath Townhouse 
$650Ak). 
GRADUATE STUDENTS 
2 BR Furnished Apt ■ Beautiful Victorian 
Home Vory Outo, Clooo To rjowmown. 
Lama Kkcton I Yard, Scroonod-ln Porch. 
$4004*0, Av.iabk.MayO.June 
Cal larry Or Ue. At 4342400 
3eWApt,C»»oe,t+3*.*>»1*47 
Hunasra RMga - 2 room. »vo*tta. 1 yaar 
IMS. boginnmg Aug., «. Futy tumishod, 
$21 tmZ WMduol leases. 564145* 
_l 2 temeies nsodod »tuMooio at Ths 
Commons. Paymont nogotiablo, fully 
turrsshod Col now! 434-5227 
 SSHffTOtT 
Ciligi Stalin A UnhmmfrPleco 
4 BR unto, tuey furnished. incWng 
mtaewmmAswD. 
mmtttmm, indteduMbedmom toto. 
CaKWeMIKnuppR-IE**. 
an Prof^oty Mwfw 
Humor. Ridge Ho. The toot bua service 
loflcampusl  
4aWo,2ato1ss,CHi|iBf1i«-3BRa,2- 
1/2 bans, Msoteon Squsm Rmtehed. WAT. 
AC. taaMduM AugVJuly torn 4S4-33*7, 
The Commons 
CurrwtrykMsanglorsingto 
pram, partial groups agrad. 
students for the 1992-1993 leasing 
CaN 4324600 
Downstairs Apt - 4 BRt. Hvlng room, 
kitchen A both. $i50/person. Wafting 
distanca to downtown LOOM, deposit, 




On Dutch mid Court 
Lots of room, very energy ertciont. 
like new. 1-1/2 baths. 
Can be furnished without charge 
Quiet, sals, weHl rsMghborhood 
Quiet students wanted. 
Aug.-Aug. lease 
434-2106 
Cllaga Station - 4 studonta lor 4 BR 
townhouse. Furnished, W/0. AC. carpal, 
uteiwastor, $200/mo. Loasa begins SOSnB. 
(703)250-7137 
Ml. View DrlM Tovnnouoo - 5 BRs, 
aarastod. wa*toj dstones. *l75mso. 1 yoar 
tosaflW2<«LswO.(703)460<0M 
_j 5/157*2 - 4 BR. rutty turroshod 
conds. Humom Ridoa, 1125/mo. Col (703) 
4604405 ator I pas. or (703) *»WS29 S 
o»^P»-  
2 M Att - S btoto tarn JMU Imry, tot 
wtm lurr-hod. IndMduM Maoao, avasabl. 
laayorJunal.Cal43»eiS*.  
7NH»tao-2MbalMos«,2< 






Very large, very energy efficient, 
Ike new, 1-1/2 baths. 
Can be furnished without charge. 
Quiet, safe, weft-it neighborhood. 
Quiet students wanted. 
3-min. bus ride each way. 
Aug.-Aug. lease 
434-2100 
Rooms Avallabla - Collogo Station, by 
owner. 4346411,833-2708 
1 FoasMo To Stan 4 M Apt - 501-8 Wgh 
St $170*io. Call 433-1010.   
2 BR, 501 -A Ma* St - $l60*amon. Yoar 
i. Cal 433-1010. 
RaMmasos Maodod - Country Club Court 
lownhous. Spacious, hugs BRs. nwiatod, 
W/O 2-1/2 baths, under 5-min. drive to 
campus. CaHTom, 5640208.  
SuMat 501 House - Furrsshed, 8 min. from 
Qjad. Dietrich, 433 9464 
REDUCED 
(Rant by the BR or by *e UnH) 
4 BR TownrKXJse on Dutdvni CL 
Was $800, now $660. 
2-1/2 large bathrooms, very large 
BRs, lots of dosets, outdoor shed. 
Can be furnished without charge. 
Like new, quiet students wanted. 
Aug.-Aug. lease 
3-min. bus ride each way. 
434-2100 
I SuMst - 2 BR. Humom Hidgo. 
tisatomoo, r-catsfc*. 433*241 
Humors Ridge Mf, 
nonsmakor. « both sew-on. Jury mm toe. 
CalLymoea. 433*450.  
I - IteyrSummer, $100rmo., Urwersity 
Couft CM Bati. 432-0458.  
Cheap) Ctoaai Summar aubto, MefAugi* 
Furrsshed room, W/O. *B*Vmo.l Cal Jaaeon 




3 Baths, Fkeolace, Deck, wa» 
To Campus, 1 Year Lease 
Call 434-3002 or 433-3807 
After 5 pm  
Tandy TA. 1*** Ceaspsaar wall Sappy dm* 
color montor A prtnssf ««h wfi^Mor ds*. 
Used orsy 10 tour*. Wl sacrifice. Cal 806- 
2*43  
Cheap! FBI/US Setae. - 'M Mercedea. 
$200; '86 VW, $50; W Merceaes. $100; fA 
Mustang, $50. Choose from thousands 
starting at $25. 24-hour recordtog reveale 
details. (801) 379-2929 Copyright 
IVA11KJC. 
ato/Swswaar - 1 BR, Humom Ridge, price 
nagoaaMs. Cal LaumM, 433-2115. 
Townh.us. Far Rent - Inasponsivo, 
conaanawAlunilatod. Cal 43443851. 
Summer SuMet In Cool Heue. - 5 mm 
trom campus. $100.432-170*  
May-Summer Sublet - Urge homo. 2 
,Cal 4336034 
Fummtost, 1 M Apt - Neat A anracnve 
with small study area. Prefer graduate 
sajdom $3& indudes »1 utMes Cal 434 
am 
Bunk Soda - Tired of hming you head' 
These beds hM lampa, aaxtrtcai ootai * 
L Must seel Cal Somh.i7«70 
Madison Square Towrttouie 
PRICE REDUCED 
Best buy In Harrleonburg. All 
brick & fully furnished. 3 BR, 
2-1/2 baths. 3 blocks to csmpu*. 
$54,000 
Funkhouser & Associates 
John Mauzy, CRS 
434-2400,434-4433 
For SMa - 10-speed bko, $50. Cal Rictord, 
434-4543. ■  
Loll Far SMs - $45. Cal Meaese, i4*21. 
HELP WANTED 
$40,000/Yr1 Read Booka* TV Scripts-FJI 
out simple TluVdom »o* ham Easyl Fin, 
relaxing at homo, beach, vacations 
Guaranteed paycheck. 24-hour recording 
(801) 379-2925, copyright SVA11KES. 
Feat Furtdrasslng Program - FratornJtoa, 
sorortlaa. student dobs. Earn up to $1,000 m 
1 week. Plus, receive a $1.000 bonus 
yourself And a too watch just for utng 
(800) 932-052*. 0X165.      ^^^^^ 
Aktaka Summer tmpssymom - Fisheries. 
Earn $6J0OWmo. Fma tmmwmvi Woom 
A toejdlOvar*.OOBopanaio». taa^iaitoico 
Mitiiiity.alaMwawsto.FwmauMyaaW 
program eel Stijdsm Employment Services a 
(208) 545-4155,0«L 1530. 
LooKlNfiPoftAJdb" 
NEXT SEMESTER? 




2-Stuoant Hiformatjon Assistants 
2-Cornmunity Coordinalors 




Needed - Part-time help. Weeknlghts. 
weekends, must to over 21. (703) 350«95. 
Werners Counky Sassa, ML Soton. 
Waitresses & 
Experienced Cooks 
Needed For May/Summer 
Apply at Jess'Lunch 
22S.MalnSL 
eda Padont Teattor B teach her 
to paty t» gukar. Wi pay tor msoona, of 
coums.CelCsthy,x5991. 
Terrific Typsst - Faat. accurate, msumes, 
ruahjoba,naa> JMU. 4344332  
Study Aereed h Auetraea - ktormaton on 
ssmester, yoar, graduate, summer A 
imsrnship programs in Perth, TowrswIN. 
Sydney A Melbourne. Programs start at 
$3,520. CU (SOO) «7o4«B».  
Oat A took Out Of Uto - JMU Martial Arts 
Club. Mon. A Wed., 7 pm. Godwin 21*. 
Baginnam as we« as experienced welcome. 
Just show up lor your Ires class or call 434 
8»24*as*toJtoCoffman.  
Leeklng For A Oreat Summer Job? Florida 
Job Opportunity Report. A directory of 
Hospitality Industry employers, job 
descriptions, wages A housing. Lists 
attractions, resort hotels, cruise ships, 
summar camps A moml For your copy, send 
$895 to Career Research Group, 7226 W 
Colonel Dr., Sues 249. Orlando, FL 32818. 
PERSONALS" 
Why Get Stuck In Tha Cold whan the 
Humom Ridge bus ■ on te way? Call now, 
leasing fasti 4345150  
Becky Smith For SOA Treasurer. 
4th Dimension Comic - Big clearance sate! 
10-20% oft al gomes in stock. 50-60% oil 
back issues. 20% off current stock. 87 E. 
Ebatoth a 433-3517 
Wanted - Mala A female students to 
«c4cUcelorsducaliorWsotoero$4*rWi 
raorview torn 33M pm on Turn, Match 24 
at Ofee of Camor 5en4ceo, Somwr Hat 
LHoguard A SMpenrleer PoeWea* - 
Summer poamons avaesbla in Montgomery 
County. Prince George's County, DC * No. 
Va. Good pay. eat*) maahaaaisW, bonus 
t incentives. Wo otter all trainingl Call 
AmemanPoofs^, (301) 4142*30. 
Health Cenecleua Senior Marketing 
sludafR soMaissm wth a winning ateudo 
w«^tobusir-esvemue.Cal*33-1416 
Can You sssko Tho Grade but not fce rent' 
Ask Huntem Ridge about their scholarship 
program. Cal 4345150. 
XXal 
KoMtei, S»m»-S*er - Thanxs kx being tha 
toeioomiaetw.ovenwtontoapaWCanl 
plMM have my mfcbones back? Okaayl 
You've Get II MaM at Humor. (Wool Freol 
Yaa,waakaa.a»tW»dMttcw.4S4St50. 
Adeaeea - Loving coup- unaMs to hmma 
ehMws*loadoMaitWant(«Tomor 
Junycxatect (703) 5342033.  
IAB Ftoaaiwa Sent-A-Tnm Oonttemsn - 
Moft.3«,7«pmmOiatonSaaval 
Vetoyto* ♦ aaskiwil i 
4345150 (Humor. Ridge) 
Are You Thinking Of Going 
ToLAWS(»ttOL,B4itYou 
Arenl Sure If You Want To 
Baa LAWYER Or Not? 
The Pre-Lega) Society is raving a 
representative from the FBI come 
in to discuss opportunlies for Law 
School graduates within the FBI. 
Come to the Valley Room, WCC 
Merch24,6pm 
Weight Managsmint Workshop begnmng 
Wed.. March 25. 3-4 pm, at the Health 
Center, Room 1. This 4-week program 
includes information on sett cortceovtody 
imapa. ndriton. exercise, heatty oWng A 
managing your weight through positive 
Bewrwcherx».RmjkaerWceangx6l77 
I^J»jS»w»iFmSO*Tmaauior. 
IAE Itoaaiwa Sas»A-Trim OinaJamaa ■ 
Men. 3r2S. 7»p-, MOmatovSwmA 
Ce* Yeee * We WM 
434300* _ 
We*44*e« Te Ywu. 
AIA - YouVe an i 
Vtot>faki 
THE BREEZE MONDrW, MARCH 23,1992 • 35 
PC-ThutefcrhMglngouiatliui.Wawfl 
M»»*MafM*TMoViMMMM. 
11 from Swan WaM. FT. fttfMaMI 
Therapy SodMy MMing. lion., 3/23/92, 7 
pm.Burnjee 141 Everyone, 
riK*  -   A*   congratulate*   you  on 
MMMMI Mo wan you wdiMcwl 
_■■(_ 
10-20% Ml el MM In Mack. 1040% off 
back aeuea. 20% off eurrwi Mock. 17 E. 
EtotMnai«aM617  
Tfco     UPw-SpoaOOred     bUal-Cetterl 
■MUM Map (Mr «J0 - St** « MM 
M«»«Mn,  
Tart PkN Uwa JMJ StwMtt -10% off 




Com to Vw commons « 
vote tor your next SGA 4 
Honor Comci Officers! 




Wo Unt 568-3000 
•vtryoni. 
Al QaMOS Reduced 1040% - *lh 
DMmion Game*, 17 E. Elizabeth. 434- 
5440. 
ffrooniafc about Alcohol 
MMOM*. TUM.. 3(24, a I DM in IWMn. 
MuMMoncMii. 
Heeding For Europe TMt Summer? JM 
there anytlmo lor only $1*8 with Akhrtchl 
(Reported in leti Gol 1 NY Times) AM. 
tupor Mr roundinp (MM to Wott COM. 
AirMeht, (212)0(44000. 
Godwin WOHMM Contor •.plum ih* 
DMjnMm of WOMH. Wod. Midi 25 «I 
PM.«MWOMMCOMM. 
Tenye WMktaM Pick up your shoe-BoMy 
says, Mm a kwrfc 21 ■ brrthdoyf 
Ml* M The CHapea BOMMM Tomorrow! 
Ti|*wiirMiMj-W>d.M>cH2»,MM*t 
107. M • pm. Students an urgad to corn* 0 
write leti* r* to congrMOMon to Mop in* 
aaRanMM of ndnorfey lefiOwjnhM. 
FetrlFeklre lima tor aping lima lor you k> 
"Spring Into Health" at tho JMU Wetness 
FaM Sponoond by tha Heath ConMr. Thla 
•MM a April e, rn M PC Bafroom from 10 
ant-3 pm. A variety of participants from M 
JMU 0 Harrioonburg community vil be on 
hand Door prize drawing wJ alao lake place 
wkh a Grand Prize of a Schwinn Mountain 
Bka donated by Marks Bfce Shop. 
Sky Yogurt-Duka* Plaza i Skykno Voage 
Shopping Cortar. 
B^fc^M    ■■     |       M fc. ,.L   , ..I        ■ VMwawM mim^tmf wmjnmwwu 





AxA - I hank, lor gettng 'rjrW writ, us' 
IsMweeklXX. 
PMistr Tat 0 OMaMana Of L_ 
Wad. March 25. 0 pm, Godwin WOOMM 
Contor 
i VohkJaa A Reel EatMa lo aupport 
local charities-tai deductible Charity 
Foundation, toe.. 601 (e)(3). 2122 Port 
Rapta*t*l,ftorrMr«wg. 434-7717 
Adoption - Loving coupla wahet to adopt 
baby. PMx cat Suean 0 Scot coked M 
PM*)3O0-1O3S. 
Oreoae - Wo hav* jawaky in Meek. Graok A 
The*, 49*2718. 
Congratulations To The 
44 Newly Initiated 
RhoChis! 
More Bonding Activities To 
Come. 




Put Vow Manay In Safe Handol Becky 
SmetitorTaNMlvri 
Equal Mooting* - Tuaidaya. 5 pm, 
Aotghtny Room Al are MM 
Mini Lacraaaa Taurnamant - Sign-up 
daocaha by noon, April 14 tl Godwin 211 
MMM - Thanks lo.ih.rw* Sorry I ten 
ma M long lo reopond Love to haar from you 
again 
Strawberry Jaw* - Win a Sony COrCaMMa 
player from Sky Yogurt during Strawberrry 
Dead Forever 
Come Sea kachael Graan tak about Alcohol 
AaawntM. Tun., 3r24. at t pm In Wtson 
No adi'iiiefiun charge 
Second Annual JMU kU Ion ball C laaak 
•oumamenl Team captaina sign-up mooting 
April, 5.30 pm in Godwin 344 
GREEKS! 
Make Your Voice Count. 
Vote In The 
SGA ELECTIONS 
Tues., 3/24, Commons 
Put Your Monty In Safe Hands! Becky 
Smati for Treasurer! 
IMJQSICJIIIJ — the winning combination. 
Graphics & 
Computers 
The Breeze is looking for an assistant graphics 
design editor. 
Computer graphics work and Macintosh 
experience are strongly recommended. 
Send a resume, cover letter and some samples of 
your work by April 1 to: 
Editor, The Breeze, Anthony-Seeger Hall 
There are hundreds 
of questions on the 
GMAT, GRE and LSAT. 
This checklist will help 





Kaplan makes test prep convenient. 
With 150 centers and thousands of class schedules, the 
odds are we'll be ready to teach when and where you 
need us to be there. 
Kaplan helps you manage your time. 
Diagnostic tests and personalized counseling help you 
recognize stumbling blocks early on, before they hurt 
your performance. 
Kaplan offers the best value. 
Our courses are competitively priced and offer the 
complete preparation that has helped more students get 
into the school of their choice than anyone else. 
Kaplan is the industry leader. 
53 years of experience and 2 million graduates prove 
we've got the expertise and resources it takes to help 
students succeed. 
/•' 
I IH Ml  M MM   ItXC.I IS       IKISiniVDI   II\(,1IS 
1 -800-338-EXAM 
SSTANLEY H. KAPLAN 
*  gj The Answer 
Not Just Bagels 
Anymore... 
We've got SEVEN 
great HEROS 
like... 
Th9 Mwfe Mttft 
Sauteed broccoli, mushrooms, onions and 
peppers topped with melted cheddarand 
mozzarella. (Hero Roll 250 extra) 
$3.29. 
The If limn 
Ham, Salami, Pepperonl, Provolone, lettuce, 
tomato, mustard, mayo, oil and vinegar. 
$3.79 
antiThm Chicken Chart I* 
grilled chicken with bacon, tomato, ranch and 
mozzarella. 
•' 
© 1992 Stanley H. Kaplan Educational tinier Ltd 
$3.99 
Take $1.00 OFF 
any HERO with this coupon 
expires 3/30 
Use me! 
-      I Kl Sll >l \l)l IIAC.I IS      I m Ml MADE It V(.l IS 












The Best Pizza in Town... H«uc 
\s offers many lowrfat, Imv sodiu 
toppings* Your choice of any four of the folio 
• Fresh tomato chunks    • Broccoli 
• Bell peppei 
• Onion 
jiiitimi^^^ 
What's happening at 
The Best Pizza at the 
Best Buffet in Town! 
Everyday ll.-OOAM ■ 2.O0 PM 
AM tbe pizza, pasta, and salad 
you can tat 
$4.29 
Best Night Time Buffet 
Ever! 
Everynigbt - 530 PM - 830 PM 
flV   THIS WEEK ONLY! 
$ 7*00 Medium with FOUR of the Above 
Toppings, Plus TWO Free Drinks! 
■KYI"V   Medium available in original or pan perfect crust 
$9.00 Large with FOUR of the Above 
Toppings, Plus FOUR Free Drinks! 
433-0606 
Delivery: 11AM - 1AM Sunday - Thursday 11AM - 2AM Friday & Saturday 
$ 6 
ONE TOPPING 
MEDIUM PIZZA & 
2 FREE DRINKS 
Original or Pan Perfect 
Delivery or Take-Out 
No Coupon Necessary 
$ 7 
TWO OR THREE TOPPING 
MEDIUM PIZZA & 
2 FREE DRINKS 
Original or Pan Perfect 
Delivery or Take-Out 
No Coupon Necessary 
$ 8 
ONE TOPPING 
LARGE PIZZA & 
4 FREE DRINKS 
OriginalOnty 
Delivery or Take-Out 
No Coupon Necessary 
$ 9 
TWO OR THREE TOPPING 
LARGE PIZZA & 
4 FREE DRINKS 
Original Only 
Delivery or Take-Out 
No Coupon Necessary 
